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Executive Summary

The Strathcona Regional District (SRD) owns and operates the Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex.
The SRD determined that a “needs assessment” would be the best method of ensuring that future
facility and program enhancements truly meet the needs of the residents of Campbell River and
Electoral Area D. The current population of these combined areas is about 36,700. The projection
population in 2035 is 41,500. This is a growth rate of about 13% over the next 20 years.
This Needs Assessment study focused on two key components:
1. Is the present service delivery meeting the needs and expectations of the community or are
additional programs and services needed now or in the future to serve the residents of
Campbell River and Electoral Area D, and
2. Does the existing facility allow for delivery of appropriate services for the next 5, 10 to 20
years, and if not, how should the facility be improved to deliver these services?
Various methods were used to engage community members including a statistically valid random
household survey, user focus groups, community workshops, key informant interviews and an open
house.
The Recreation Complex is aging and is not able to meet the full demand for programs and services. The
survey showed that 71% of all households in the catchment area used the facility in the past year. Of
those users, 78% used the aquatic facilities, 60% used the arena facilities, 34% attended special events
or parties and 215 used the fitness or rehab facilities.
The survey participants identified the top priorities for potential improvements to the facilities as:
• a teen centre/activity room
• more space for programs
• a new and improved fitness and wellness room
• facelift to existing pool
• multi-purpose room for other programs and camps
• a children’s dry area play zone
• addition of a warm hydro-therapy pool
• easier access to facility and spaces for all mobility levels
These priorities were supported by the other aspects of the public consultation process. In addition to
these priorities, the focus groups identified a need for major upgrades to the Rod Brind’ Amour Arena, in
particular the change rooms and spectator seating.
The architect developed two options, each with phases that address the priorities. Both concepts have
the potential of creating a completely transformed facility after completion of Phase 2.
This report outlines a number of recommendations and proposed facility plans based on an analysis of
public input in combination with the facility, program and operations analysis. A 20 year
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Implementation Plan assigns priorities, timelines and resources required for each of the
recommendations.
The following are the key program and facility recommendations. The complete list is found in the body
of the report.

Recommendations

Operating Efficiencies
Address the level of cleanliness and state of repair throughout the facility.
Review the Concession operations including hours of operation versus cost of providing this service.
Consider options for the more efficient and effective operation of the concession, potentially partnering
with a non-profit organization or a with a food service company.
Recreation Fees
Work with the City of Campbell River to develop a “one-pass” system for drop-in use for all Campbell
River and Regional District recreational facilities.
Consider offering free recreational swim and skate days for all age groups, possibly once a week.
Monitor attendance to evaluate the success and need for such a program. Evaluate costs to provide this
opportunity to the community.
Programming
Explore opportunities for additional programming for children (pre-school and school age), youth, and
families. This can be further developed if facility renovations can provide dry multi-use space.
Review the Sunday pool closures for spring and the length of the annual shutdown period. Consider the
impact on the recreational and rehabilitation needs of the community of the pool closures.
Enhance fitness programs. Ensure consultation with existing users as to timing and types of classes.
Communications and Marketing
Enhance the Strathcona Gardens website, and make it mobile friendly.
Expand use of digital media and provide regular communications regarding programs and activities at
Strathcona Gardens.
Partnerships
Work with First Nations to ensure that their population, in particular children and youth, are being
served by the programs and services at Strathcona Gardens.
Continue to work with the Island Health Authority and ICBC for the delivery of rehabilitation programs
and seek out partnerships with private rehabilitation specialists.
Review opportunities for partnerships with the private sector for facility expansion and program
support.
2
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Facility Enhancements
It is recommended that Strathcona Regional District initiate the process for the expansion of Strathcona
Gardens Recreation Complex for Phase 1.
A Feasibility Study for Phase 1 of the re-development of Strathcona Gardens should be undertaken prior
to moving forward with development plans.
Strathcona Regional District should commence work on a funding strategy to pay for the redevelopment of the Recreation Complex .
Determine whether Phase 2 (arena upgrades) might proceed. If it is a possibility, determine the priority
of the extent of arena 1 improvements, as this will influence the next phase of the project whether it is
Option 1 or 2.
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Introduction

Context and Purpose of the Needs Assessment

The Strathcona Regional District owns and operates the Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex, a
multi-use facility located within the City of Campbell River. The Complex includes two ice arenas, a
leisure ice pad, a 37.5 metre pool, a leisure pool, a weight room, a fitness studio, meeting rooms, offices
and ancillary spaces.
The Regional District wished to undertake a comprehensive Needs Assessment associated with the
Recreation Complex. The Needs Assessment study is intended to focus on two key components:
(1) Is the present service delivery meeting the needs and expectations of the community or are
additional programs and services needed now or in the future to serve the residents of
Campbell River and Electoral Area D, and
(2) Does the existing facility allow for delivery of appropriate services for the next 5, 10 to 20
years, and if not, how should the facility be improved to deliver these services?
The Needs Assessment will provide direction to the Regional District on the provision of future
recreation programs and services at Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex. It will address a number
of specific user and community issues as well as recommending possible programs, upgrades and facility
design approaches for the service delivery. The Regional District values creative input and processes to
encourage public/stakeholders input in achieving the results.
The overall intent of this assessment is to determine the most efficient and affordable plan for the
Regional District to address identified facility and program needs. It is expected that the range of options
may include replacement, expansion, repair and/or renovations.

Needs Assessment Process and Methods

Promotion
A Communications Plan was developed and implemented for the duration of the Needs Assessment.
This Plan was to ensure that all residents of Campbell River and Area D were aware of the opportunities
to participate in the Needs Assessment. The Plan is Appendix A to this document. Some examples of
how the Needs Assessment process and opportunity for community involvement was promoted are:
• Strathcona Regional District Website, and the Strathcona Gardens’ website pages
•

Press releases, Posters, Advertising in print media

•

Focus groups, Community workshop, Key Informant interviews

•

Public Open House

•

Prize draws for survey and other community participation

•

Follow up phone calls to household survey recipients

4
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Community Engagement
A variety of methods were used to gather information from users and non-users of the Strathcona
Gardens Recreation Complex. The following is a summary of the engagement methods:
 A statistically valid community survey was conducted from February 2nd to March 2nd. An
invitation letter was mailed to 2,300 randomly selected households, each of which was invited
to participate in a web survey, with an option for a hard copy by mail. The total sample was 262
or 11.1 percent of those invited to participate. Appendix B contains the full survey report.
 Workshops were conducted with five different focus groups, one of which was the Strathcona
Gardens Commission
 Key informant interviews were done with numerous community leaders, stakeholders and
senior staff at the Complex.
 Additional input was accepted through submissions to the Regional District and the consultant.
 A public open house was held to present recommendations and facility improvement options,
and to gain additional input from the public.
The detailed results from the workshops and interviews can be found in Appendix C.
Project Timelines
January
2015

Communications
Launch

January to
March

Key Informant
Interviews

January &
March

Workshops

February
to March
March to
April
June
June

Community
Survey
Prepare Draft
Report

Public Open
House

Final Needs
Assessment
Report
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Review of Related Documents

Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex Operational Review 1998
The purpose of this study, conducted by Professional Environmental Recreation Consultants Ltd. (PERC)
was primarily to “ensure the effective and efficient of services to the public”. The recommendations
addressed the Organizational Structure and Staff, Facility Improvements, the Commission, Marketing,
and the Budget. Some of the recommendations were implemented, but most were not. No significant
changes to the facility were made based on this study. Some minor changes have been undertaken,
including the conversion of the squash courts to a fitness studio, and the relocation of some offices.
The community survey found that 65 % of those completing the survey used the facility. The major
limitation at that time was the cost of programs and services. Ninety (90%) of the respondents indicated
they were either satisfied or very satisfied with the facilities.
As this Review was completed 17 years ago, many of the recommendations are no longer relevant;
however it does provide some insight into the facility and operations in 1998. Several of the issues
identified at the time still exist today.
Arena Facility Needs Report – August 2006
This report was undertaken with the objective of better understanding the community needs for iceoriented programming. It also looked at opportunities for a spectator-oriented facility.
The study concluded that the current facility could not be significantly expanded due to the overall
configuration of the site, although it recognized the future value of the site, particularly if the Works
Yard and SPCA buildings were re-located. The report also concluded that the level of demand could not
warrant the development of the arena.
The report recommended that “Comox Strathcona Regional; District and the City of Campbell River
pursue the development of a 3,000 seat spectator facility”. It concluded that the most appropriate
means of delivering this project was to partner with the We Wai Kai Nation for the development of the
Quinsam Crossing site. A referendum was held for this project, and failed.
Wellness Centre Final Report – October 2006
This study was undertaken as a follow-up to a 2004 study (by the same firm) on ways to improve and
expand the Strathcona Gardens Recreation Centre. The 2004 Study proposed various options for
expanding the existing arenas and an addition to the existing pool that could house a Wellness
Centre/Therapy Clinic as well as minor improvements to the change rooms and reception area. The
purpose of this 2006 study is was to examine in detail the improvements to the Aquatics and Wellness
Centre and develop a design and construction cost budget for these improvements. The separate arena
needs study was also completed in 2006.
The report recommended that the CSRD pursue incorporating an independently operated therapy clinic
as part of the expansion. The consultants developed three options based on staff and user input. The
agreed upon option included a large fitness centre/weight room, aerobics/yoga studio, a warm therapy
pool, steam and sauna, the option for a Therapy Clinic, and renovated change rooms. The estimated
6
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cost (in 2007) was $5.5 million not including furniture, furnishings and equipment. The proposed
changes were made to the pool change rooms about five years ago.
Building Condition Report – 2007
The consultants undertook a Building Condition Assessment to: Identify the general condition of various
building systems and identify if any remedial work is required; to prioritize timing for any remedial work
into immediate, short or long term periods; and to provide conceptual cost budgets for repair &
maintenance recommendations.
The Rod Brind ’Amour Arena was built in 1972; the main pool in 1978/79, and Rink 2, the leisure ice, the
leisure pool and the lobby were added in 1995/96. Assuming a 50 year life expectancy the estimated
remaining life for each building is: Rod Brind ’Amour Arena – 7 years, main pool – 14 years, Rink #2,
leisure ice and pool – 31 years. The life expectancy for each building system/component varies
considerably.
The general condition of various building systems were identified and assigned a “condition critical
code” of high, medium or low. The report provided recommendations and priorities for any required
remedial work which was divided into immediate, short or long term periods.
Any remedial action that was classified as critical or high was acted on. The recommended repairs to
many aspects of the facility have been completed. The facility continues to undergo repairs as budget
permits.

Facility Site Visits

The consultants visited the facility on several occasions, reviewed any available drawings, and toured
the outdoor site surrounding the facility.
The facility components (pools, arenas, fitness and weight rooms etc.) were observed on various dates
and times. These observations, in combination with the community and staff input, provided insight as
to the user patterns, levels of satisfaction with the facility and which components are in most need of
attention. The previous facility reports were also taken into consideration. The Facilities section of this
report provides the analysis and recommendations.

Review of Programs and Services

The programs and services offered at Strathcona Gardens were reviewed and analyzed by the
consultant through site visits, staff interviews, review of program guides, budgets, permit schedules for
ice and pools, participant numbers, and fees. This information was supplemented by input from focus
groups, key informant interviews and the survey. The Program and Services section provides the analysis
and recommendations.
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Benefits of Recreation

The Benefits of Recreation have been well documented over the past twenty-five years. The extensive
list of benefits is divided into four categories: Personal, Social, Economic and Environmental. Each of
these areas has application to Strathcona Gardens and this Needs Assessment.
Personal Benefits
Examples of the Personal Health benefits are:
• Extends life expectancy
•

Prolongs independent living

•

Reduces heart disease and stroke

•

Contributes to mental health

Under Human Development some of the benefits include:
• Holistic development of children
•

Lifelong learning and academic success

The Individual Quality of Life benefits are:
• Builds self-esteem and positive self-image
•

Enhances life satisfaction

Social Benefits
The social benefits are listed under three categories.
Community Quality of Life
• Leisure activities enhance perceived and actual quality of life
•

Recreation nurtures independent living for persons with disabilities

Anti-Social Behaviour
• Reduces self-destructive behaviour
•

Reduces isolation and loneliness

Families/Communities
• Keeps families together
•

Provides safe programs for children and youth

•

Builds strong communities

Economic Benefits
The economic benefits of recreation include:
Prevention
• Reduces illness and disability
•

Reduces crime and social dysfunction

8
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Economic Impact
• Improves work performance & productivity
•

Attracts businesses to the community

Environmental Benefits
These are primarily to do with parks and open space and include benefits such as improving air quality,
trails encouraging non-motorized transportation and protection of habitats.
The benefits along with the supporting research data can be found on the Benefits Hub.
http://benefitshub.ca/.
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Community Profile
Demographic Profile

The study area for the Needs Assessment is the City of Campbell River and Strathcona Regional District
Area D. The 2011 Census put the population of the City of Campbell River at 31,186, with an estimated
population of 32,720 in 2014 (BC Stats). The Census subdivision Strathcona D (Oyster Bay- Buttle Lake)
had a population of 4,037 in 2011, with no specific data available for 2014.
In order to provide population estimates for the area for the next 20 years, data from BC Statistics –SubProvincial Population Projections - P.E.O.P.L.E. 2014 was used. The geographic area is Local Health Area
72 – Campbell River. The projected population number in 2015 for this Local Health Area is 42,198. The
projection population in 2035 is 47,671. This is a growth rate of about 13% over the next 20 years.
A chart and graphs were created showing the projected population changes in 5 year cohorts for this
area. It is useful for planning purposes to review the data by age groups, in relation to types of programs
and facilities typically used by different age groups.
Projected Growth by Age Group 2015 to 2035

Age
<1
1-4
5-9
10-14
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70-74
75-79
80-84
85-89
90+
Total

10

2015
352
1,492
2,119
2,041
2,476
2,279
1,983
2,236
2,415
2,472
2,671
3,317
3,744
3,697
3,386
2,257
1,414
973
556
318
42,198

2020
373
1,527
1,992
2,238
2,096
2,472
2,420
2,236
2,505
2,615
2,578
2,704
3,286
3,652
3,542
3,179
2,022
1,167
725
474
43,803

Year
2025
394
1,621
2,080
2,135
2,297
2,125
2,633
2,706
2,535
2,733
2,742
2,613
2,681
3,200
3,501
3,323
2,842
1,675
868
622
45,326

2030
405
1,688
2,199
2,237
2,204
2,310
2,316
2,945
3,004
2,772
2,872
2,779
2,588
2,617
3,065
3,287
2,978
2,354
1,261
765
46,646

2035
401
1,693
2,280
2,359
2,305
2,241
2,500
2,640
3,240
3,233
2,921
2,915
2,754
2,527
2,514
2,882
2,951
2,478
1,773
1,064
47,671
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The following graph combines the age groups for ease of interpretation. It shows that children and
youth will remain at a fairly constant proportion of the population over the twenty year timeframe. The
same is true for young adults aged 20 to 29. The number of persons in the 30 to 49 age group will
increase, whereas the size of the 50 to 64 year age group decline until 2030, then increases slightly by
2035. The 65 to 79 age group increases significantly between 2015 and 2025, then drops off a bit by
2030 and again by 2035. The final group, 80 years and older, shows the most dramatic increase over the
next 20 years. It should be noted that Campbell River will continue to have a lower number of people
over the age of 80 than the rest of the Island.
Changes in Population by Age Groups between 2015 and 2035 in Five Year Increments

Facility & Program Implications

The current and future demographics of the community have an impact on facility and program needs
and wants. The following should be considered:
 the increasing number of older seniors who will put additional stress on rehabilitation programs
(and appropriate facilities)
 the stable and slight increase in the numbers of children and youth who will require continued
access to active recreation opportunities (rinks, pools, gyms)
 the large number of adults in the 30-64 age groups affects availability of ice time, pool use, and
the fitness and weight room. Many of those in this group are parents who use the facility as a
family.
Strathcona Gardens Needs Assessment GDH Solutions | Community Profile
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This graph depicts the same data in another format. It shows more clearly the steady percentage of
children and youth and the increasing percentage of 30 to 49 year olds and the 80+ demographic.

The presentation by the Medical Officer of Health for North Vancouver Island to the SRD in 2014
highlighted a number of differences between the Campbell River Health Area and Island Health, and the
province as a whole.
The findings relating to income and children were most relevant to the Needs Assessment:
∗

Campbell River had a higher unemployment rate (9.4%) than BC (7.8%) or Island Health (7.4%).

∗

Campbell River had a higher percentage of low income seniors (13.9%) than Island Health
(11.1%), but a similar percentage as BC (13.9%).

∗

The lone-parent family income was lower in Campbell River ($30,256) than in BC ($42,610) or
Island Health ($40,914).

∗

Campbell River had a higher percentage of kindergarten children rated as vulnerable for physical
development (21.0%) than BC (15.7%) or Island Health (16.8%).

∗

As of 2011, 9.8% of people living in Campbell River identified as Aboriginal compared to 6.6% for
Island Health and 5.4% for BC.

The State of the Child Report Campbell River 2014, published by the Campbell River Family Network
provided the following additional information:
∗

12

In Campbell River 22.8% of children less than 6 years of age live in poverty, up from 16 % in
2006
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∗

Free (no charge) family gym provided by the City of Campbell River and supported by sponsors,
has an attendance rate that is 5 times higher than any paid attendance days.

Each of these points can impact the provision and use of facilities and programs at Strathcona Gardens.
Lower income individuals and families tend to have lower participation rates. They may require financial
assistance as well as encouragement to use the Complex. The higher Aboriginal population is important
as there is a significantly larger percentage of youth and young adults within that community. Fifty-six
percent of the Campbell River Band members living on the reserve are under age 40.
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Trends, Best Practices and Themes
Trends and Best Practices

The following is a list of some of the trends and best practices in the recreation sector. The sources for
this information include Statistics Canada Publications, BC Statistics, the Canadian Fitness and Lifestyle
Research Institute, British Columbia Parks and Recreation Association, Sport Canada releases, Active
Healthy Kids Report Card, the Leisure Information Network and additional research undertaken by GDH
Solutions.
Lack of Free Time
This is usually the number one stated reason for lack of participation in recreational activities. “No time
– too busy” was the most frequently mentioned barrier in the under 35 years age group in the survey
conducted as part of this Needs Assessment.
Declining Participation in Organized Sports
Participation in sport has continued to decline in Canada over the past decade. Sport participation levels
decline with age beginning at the age of 12 and dropping off considerably beyond the age of 20.
Aquatics
Swimming is a favoured activity for people of all ages. Swimming lessons are the primary market for
indoor pools and participation in such activities tends to decline after age 10. With the aging of the
population has come increased demand for therapeutic pools and programs aimed at rehabilitation.
Wellness and Chronic Disease Prevention
There is recognition of the connection between health and recreation. The benefits of recreation
activities, both in the pool and on dry land support a healthy active lifestyle and help to prevent chronic
disease.
Children and Youth Inactivity
Only five percent (5%) of Canada’s children are getting enough daily physical activity. Participation in
organized physical activity and sport is notably lower among girls, children and youth with a disability,
and those with a low household income. As children move into adolescence the levels of participation
drop drastically.
Physical Literacy
A trend over the past five years or so has been to embrace the concept of “physical literacy” in programs
for children. Physical Literacy has been defined and promoted by Canadian Sport For Life as critical for
the development of children and youth so that they can participate in lifelong sports and recreation
activities. The Long Term Athlete Development Plan’s “early years” considered physical literacy and is
divided into three stages: Active Start (ages 0-6), FUNdamentals (ages 6-9) and Learn To Train (ages 812).
14
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Many municipalities have developed Sport Policies to support healthier populations through sport and
recreation. Examples are Vancouver, Winnipeg, and Richmond. The private sector has become engaged,
offering grants in support of building physical literacy (for example RBC). Excellent resources are
available on the Canadian Sport For Life Physical Literacy site at http://www.physicalliteracy.ca
Increased Desire for Unstructured Opportunities
Busy lifestyles make it difficult for some families and individuals to commit to a series of classes or
ongoing programs. Special events and festivals continue to grow in popularity, as do “mini-sessions” for
programs. People are choosing activities that can be done at personally convenient times.
More Older Adults
As the number of older adults increases in the community, a greater percentage of recreation facility
space and program staff will need to be dedicated to serving the needs of this population. This group
may have higher expectations in terms of quality services and facilities.
Persons with Disabilities
Barriers can be physical, architectural, informational, communicational, attitudinal, technological, or
through a policy/practice. For recreation facilities this would include accessibility to all aspects of
facilities, and creating an environment that supports participation by all persons regardless of their
disability.
Changing Families and Households
Families are more diverse, with more common-law and lone-parent families. People are marrying later
in life, an average of 5 years older since the 70’s. There has been an increase in one person households.
Young people (aged 20-29) are staying home longer. The increasing numbers of people living alone, in
particular senior citizens could affect preferences for increased opportunities for socialization through
recreation.
Outdoor Activities on the Rise
This is a trend across the country, which is very significant in BC. There are many initiatives and
resources for recreation professionals and the general public that help support healthy outdoor
activities. Examples include Walk BC, Healthy by Nature, Everybody Active.
Expanded Use of Technology
Technology has become an integral part of recreation. In facilities some elements include registration
systems, energy management, bar-coded facility entry, user tracking systems and enhanced
communications. Participants are most likely to find program and facility information on line, often
through their mobile devices.
The growth in new technologies has increased computer mediated leisure participation. The popularity
of interactive video games and social media has resulted in people spending a significant portion of their
free time engaged in digital activities.
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Technology supports many physical recreation activities including Geocaching, walking, running
(through pedometers, accelerometers, and heart monitors etc), interactive physical video games and
exercises.
Partnerships and Outsourcing
Partnerships with the private sector and with not-for-profit organizations continue to grow as revenue
from tax dollars often does not keep up with escalating expenses. While parks and recreation have
always fallen under the municipal umbrella, since the 1970s, a larger portion of responsibility for all
public infrastructure has shifted to municipalities. Provincial and federal spending is increasingly being
consumed by health care and education costs, reducing their contribution to services like parks and
recreation.
There are numerous examples of public/public and public/private partnerships in BC and across Canada.
An example of a public/public partnership is one between municipal government and the School District,
or the Health Authority. Many of the “partnerships” are actually a form of contracting out facility
management and service delivery.
Many municipally owned arenas are now operated by private sector companies – examples are in
Langley, Abbotsford, Chilliwack, South Cariboo, Penticton, Kelowna and Victoria.
Pool
partnerships/contracts are somewhat rare. In the City of Kelowna, the YMCA operates the 50 Metre
pool facility known as H20. On Salt Spring Island, their pool is operated by Recreation Excellence, a
private company. Municipalities provide operating subsidies to ensure that the programs and services
are affordable to the public.
Municipally owned fitness and wellness centres can also be operated through a partnership with the
public or private sector, however these types of facilities usually generate a positive revenue stream and
have become an important component of multi-use facilities.
Sport Tourism
Municipalities are embracing “Sports Tourism” as a means of making better use of their facilities,
attracting tourists to their communities and generating additional revenue for sports and recreation.
The Canadian Sport Tourism Alliance defines Sport Tourism as “any activity in which people are
attracted to a particular location as a sport event participant, an event spectator, or to attend sport
attractions or sport business meetings”. Sport Tourism in BC is valued at $30 million annually and is the
fastest growing segment of the tourism industry.
Many municipalities have developed Sport Tourism Plans and Policies, which support sport tourism
initiatives in their community. Examples of those communities include Fort St. John, Kamloops, Langley,
Surrey, and Nanaimo.
Success Stories
The Leisure Information Network website has a considerable amount of useful information on success
stories for programs, facilities, staff training and development, arena management and many other
topics of interest to the recreation sector. These can be accessed at www.lin.ca under “Resources”.
16
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Aging Infrastructure
Recreation Infrastructure is aging at a rate faster than the ability of communities to upgrade replace or
their older facilities. Many older facilities are deteriorating more rapidly than necessary because of a
lack of preventative maintenance programs. Many municipalities have recently undertaken Facility
Condition Studies in order to assess the scope of the problem and to develop plans to prioritize and
address the issues. Some of those municipalities include Port Moody, Vernon, Penticton and Prince
George.
The Future of Recreation in Canada
Framework for Recreation in Canada 2015: Pathways to Wellbeing
In 2011, the Interprovincial Sport and Recreation Council and the Canadian Parks and Recreation
Association kicked off a three year journey to develop a new Framework for Recreation in Canada.
Parks and recreation leaders from across the country (except Quebec) participated in numerous
discussions and debates in the development of a new vision for recreation. The Framework was
endorsed in February 2015 in Prince George by the Federal-Provincial – Territorial Ministers responsible
for Sport Physical Activity and Recreation. The document can be found at http://www.cpra.ca
The renewed definition of Recreation is:
Recreation is the experience that results from freely chosen participation in physical,
social, intellectual, creative, and spiritual pursuits that enhance individual and
community wellbeing.
The Framework describes five goals and priorities for action under each goal. The goals are:
1. Active Living. Foster active, healthy living through recreation.
2. Inclusion and Access. Increase inclusion and access to recreation for populations that face
constraints to participation.
3. Connecting People. Help people connect to nature through recreation.
4. Supportive Environments. Ensure the provision of supportive physical and social environments
that encourage participation in recreation and build strong, caring communities.
5. Recreation Capacity. Ensure the continued growth and sustainability of the recreation field.

Themes that Influence Recreation Facility Design

The facility programs and design of recreation facilities generally reacts, sometimes faster, sometimes
slower, to prevailing trends in recreation and society. Some developments have a more immediate
impact on the way facilities are built, some a more nuanced and subtle influence on the design and
operation of recreation centres.
Summary of Trends in Community Centre and Recreation Centre Design
This section provides an overview of the trends in design of Community/Recreation Centres. The trends
in Community Centre and Recreation Centre design can be grouped into four categories: Efficiency,
Accessibility & Inclusivity, Social Spaces and Safety and Comfort.
Strathcona Gardens Needs Assessment GDH Solutions | Trends, Best Practices and Themes
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1. Efficiency
Space Efficiency, focus on multi-use and high use spaces
Flexibility is very important, which means that current facility design focusses on creating spaces that
can serve multiple functions, easily, at different times and without significant modifications. Selection
of appropriate flooring materials, specifying considered mechanical and lighting systems with
appropriate levels of controls, the provision of ample storage spaces and the careful laying out of
adjacencies are critical to successfully planning multi-purpose spaces.
Multi-Purpose Spaces, carefully designed so
that they can truly serve multiple uses,
consistently prove to be the ﬂexible
ingredient that allows recreation and
community centres to ﬂourish. Key is
associating sufﬁcient storage spaces alongside
the multi-purpose areas in order to avoid the
spaces being taken over by single uses.

High-Use Spaces are favoured. Fitness and Wellness spaces typically contribute higher revenue per
square metre of facility than most other functional spaces due to their popularity, their smaller area
requirement per person and their ability to provide equipment in quick response to patron’s
preferences. Secondary wellness and health treatment spaces complement this functionality with small
capital investment and higher revenue return.
Another example is dry play areas which do not require a very large footprint compared to their
attractiveness for facility offerings for younger age groups. The addition of wall-mounted attractions
and games require little floor area, but significantly increase usage of multi-purpose spaces and gyms.

Installation of a dry play area at the
Windsor Aquatic Centre has been a
successful compliment to the aquatic and
ﬁtness area offerings.
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Kelowna Family Y Youth Centre / Multi-Purpose
Room beneﬁts from newer attractions that
increase usage of facility with very little
additional space requirements.
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Energy Efficiency and Sustainability
Sustainability - Energy efficiency is a must. Current facility design understands that over the life span of
a building, the ongoing operating costs are a multiple of the original capital cost investment. Overall
footprint, adjacency of spaces, system selection and assembly selection all factor into creating more
efficient facilities and want to be carefully balanced with operational needs and the desire to create
open, naturally lit, inviting and transparent spaces.
2. Accessibility & Inclusivity
Recreation Centres are increasingly used by patrons of all abilities, orientations and cultural
backgrounds. As recreation, wellness, health and leisure activities become more integrated, facilities
must be universally accessible and inclusive to all.
Universal accessibility means ensuring that the experience for all patrons is similarly convenient,
providing dignified and equitable access to all spaces, avoiding stigmatization or inconveniencing
minorities. In addition to meeting code minimums in regards to accessibility, new facilities pay attention
to integrating travel paths for people of all abilities that avoid separating patrons based on their varying
abilities.
Support Spaces for Secondary Needs -this includes consideration of needs and cultural contexts that
might distinguish various patron groups, such as the provision of stroller storage spaces, or intermittent
seating spaces, or travel paths that consider motorized scooters, walkers or wheelchairs.
Wayfinding, lighting and acoustic design for accessibility - facilities are responsive to all accessibility
needs, going beyond consideration of mobility impairments to include all aspects of patron experience,
such as providing integrated hearing assistance technology and intuitive wayfinding design through
layout, natural and artificial lighting, design colours and textures in support of visually impaired patrons
and gender neutral facilities.
3. Social Spaces
Recreation Centres play an increasing role in the social fabric of communities and newer facilities
recognize this by providing many opportunities for structures and casual gathering, interaction and
conversation.
Multi-use (destination) complexes- by combining a variety of recreation, leisure and wellness programs
within extended, larger destination facilities, the tendency for patrons to linger and gather increases
many fold over single purpose facilities. The inclusion of allied programming and related services such
as libraries, third party tenants (physio, wellness or even municipal or community police liaison offices,
can all contribute to making recreation centres that attract and retain more clients.
Gathering Spaces - take on many forms. Providing variety is proving to be the key to success. The design
of incidental “spaces in-between”, such as the edges and thresholds between circulation and activity
spaces take on signiﬁcance in delivering this variety. Small, modest opportunities for quiet rest along
the edges want to be balanced with dedicated seating areas in the centre of activities. The levels of
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“seeing and being seen” are now carefully considered during the design phase, as they directly impact
the success of the public indoor realm.
Concessions and Food Services -Many examples of challenged concessions or coffee outlets at
recreation centres exist, ventures that proved to not be ﬁnancially viable. However, newer facilities are
experiencing a lot more success incorporating third party or self-run popular concessions and coffee
shops. One of the keys to their success lies in the design of the interior public spaces and the provision
of reasons for patrons to spend more time in the facility. Providing visual incentive (activities are visible,
as people watching is possible, yet not intrusive), physical incentive (quality space, seating of all kinds,
variety of program offerings) and financial incentive (provide quality product for a reasonable price)
combine to attract patrons.

Social Spaces - gathering opportunities and coffee shops. Newer Community and Recreation Centres
have been enjoying an upswing in popularity of coffee shops and food concessions when providing a
good balance between quality, cost and opening hours.
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4. Safety and Comfort
Patron comfort and patron safety factor hugely into the success of community and recreation spaces.
This includes keeping facilities up-to-date with current safety regulations. It also includes an increased
focus on designing public spaces that increase the feeling of safety.
Transparent, bright and legible facilities - planning of simple and legible facility layouts assists patrons
to orient themselves easily which is key to feeling at home and comfortable when visiting an unfamiliar
facility. Being able to understand and see the attractions of a facility upon entry into a central public
area as well as being able to ﬁnd orientation by visually connecting with indoor and outdoor points of
reference supports higher levels of patron comfort, increases general sense of safety and makes for an
altogether livelier experience. Supporting this sense of clarity through high quality design, natural light,
good air quality, good sightlines and uncluttered flexible spaces is becoming the new standard of safe
and comfortable community and recreation centre design.
Welcoming and inviting public interfaces and reception desks - the reception and welcome desk is a
main point of contact. The design of this interface between staff and the public is increasingly
understood to be one of the most important expressions of a facility’s philosophy. Most facilities are
visibly eliminating barriers between the staff and the public in order to present a welcoming, helpful and
informative experience to their customers. Patron comfort is an accepted approach to minimizing
hazards such as aggressive or disrespectful behaviour, supported by subtle security measures such as
well design front desks, appropriate levels of visual supervision of these areas, quick access to back-up
help and safe areas outside of the reach of the public etc.
“Eyes on the street” - passive or natural surveillance - strategically located windows and increased
transparency allow patrons and users to “monitor” other activities within the facility. Locating
infrastructure that is vulnerable to vandalism or attractive for thefts (such as lockers) in areas that are
busy and well overlooked by other patrons has proven more efﬁcient an approach than relying
exclusively on closed circuit monitoring or security cameras. With its roots in CPTED (Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design) principles for urban design, the concept of “eyes on the street” is now a
fundamental building block of laying out the interior functioning of larger community and recreation
complexes, not only increasing the feeling of security, but making for much livelier facilities and
improved patron experiences.
Putting “eyes on the street” - eliminating blank walls
and dark corridors as well as increasing transparency
adds safety to both sides of the window. Outdoor
areas, such as bicycle parking are passively
supervised. Indoor areas that are busy and well
visible are less susceptible to theft, vandalism or
bullying.
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Community Input
Community Survey

A key component of the community input was the community survey of a random sample of residents.
The purpose of the survey was to provide up-to-date information on the recreation behaviours, needs
and priorities of residents of the City of Campbell River and Area D.
A total of 262 residents participated in the survey, and the participation rate is 11.1%. A sample of 262
provides reliable results that can be expected to be accurate at least plus or minus 6 percentage points
19 times out of 20. A sub-sample of 137 for the City of Campbell River provides results that can be
expected to be accurate at least plus or minus 8.3 percentage points 19 times out of 20. A sub-sample
of 125 for Area D provides results that can be expected to be accurate at least plus or minus 8.6
percentage points 19 times out of 20.
Summary of Survey Results
The following section outlines the highlights of the survey findings. A complete report of the survey
prepared by Points of View Consulting and Research results is Appendix B.
Household Use of Local Recreation Facilities in 2014
Survey respondents were asked if they or anyone in their households used any of four local indoor
recreation facilities last year in 2014. As shown in the chart, the facility used by the largest percentage of
households in the survey was the Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex (SGRC), used by 71%. The
survey found that 72% of Campbell River households and 64% of Area D households had at least one
household member that visited the Complex in the past year. Ninety-five percent (95%) of households
with children in the home reported use of Strathcona Gardens in the past year.
•

Household Use of Local Indoor
Recreation Facilities in 2014
None used last year
Campbell River Curling Club
Campbell River Community Centre
Campbell River Sportsplex

16%
11%
42%
57%

Strathcona Gardens
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71%

Use of Particular Indoor Facilities at Strathcona Gardens
As shown in the next chart, the aquatic facilities of Strathcona Gardens have the highest level of use,
followed by the ice and/or floor (ice out) facilities. The patterns of use of Strathcona Gardens facilities
were very similar for Campbell River and Area D households, with the largest percentages using the
aquatic facilities (56% Campbell River and 52% Area D), followed by the ice and/or floor (ice out)
facilities (43% Campbell River and 40% Area D).
The highest level of use of fitness and/or rehabilitation activities or programs at Strathcona Gardens was
in the older age brackets of 55 to 64 (22%) and 65 and older (17%).

Use of Particular Facilities
of Strathcona Gardens
Percent of Sample

Percent of SGRC Users

78%
60%

56%
43%

24%

SGRC aquatic
facilities

SGRC arena
facilities

34%

SGRC special
events, parties,
etc.

15%

21%

SGRC fitness or
rehab facilities

Household Use of Aquatic Activities, Programs or Events at Strathcona Gardens
Survey respondents identified as users of aquatic activities, programs or events at Strathcona Gardens in
the past year were asked about their particular uses. A high level of participation in recreational
swimming was found - 86% of survey respondent households. Also very popular are using the hot tub,
steam room or sauna (71%). The participants in recreation swimming represent 48% of households in
the survey sample.
The survey found that 52% of Area D households and 56% of Campbell River households participated in
at least one activity, program or event at the aquatic facility last year. In general, the pattern of use is
quite similar for aquatic user households in the two areas. The two most popular types of activities in
both areas are recreational swim and use of the hot tub, steam room or sauna.
For most of the activities, participation drops off as age bracket increases. Exceptions are aquatic fitness
and aquatic rehabilitation activities.
Strathcona Gardens Needs Assessment GDH Solutions | Community Input
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Household Use of Fitness or Rehabilitation Activities or Programs at Strathcona Gardens
Survey respondents identified as household users of fitness classes and facilities at Strathcona Gardens
in the past year were asked about their particular fitness uses, and at least three in ten said that
someone in their household uses fitness classes (35%), the weight room (30%) and rehabilitation classes
or private sessions (30%).
Household Participation in Ice or Floor Activities, Programs or Events at Strathcona Gardens
Survey respondents identified as household users of ice or floor activities, programs or events at
Strathcona Gardens in the past year were asked about their particular uses. A high level of leisure
skating was found - 69% of arena user households. The leisure skating participants represent 29% of
households in the survey sample. Also very popular are watching minor hockey games (51% of arena
users) and drop-in ice programs (47% of arena users).
For most of the activities, participation drops off as age increases. An exception is watching ice hockey
games.
The survey found that 40% of Area D households and 43% of Campbell River households participated in
at least one activity, program or event at the arena facility last year. The pattern of use is quite similar
for the two areas.
Barriers that Limit or Prevent Participation
Nearly half of survey respondents (48%) indicated no difficulties that limit or prevent participation by
themselves or others in their household in recreation programs and activities.

Incidence of Barriers to
Household Participation
No barriers
48%

Two or more
barriers
31%

One barrier
21%

Area D residents (35%) were more likely than Campbell River residents (19%) to say their household had
one barrier. The percentages having two or more barriers were about the same for both areas, Area D 30% and Campbell River - 31%. The survey found that 50% of Campbell River households and 35% of
Area D household have no barriers to participation.
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The two most frequently mentioned barriers were no time, too busy with other things and the timing of
programs is inconvenient. “No time, too busy” is a significant barrier for the youngest age group under
35 years of age – 43% said it is a barrier. “The timing of programs is inconvenient” was the second most
frequently mentioned barrier and affects larger percentages of those under 55 years of age.
Among those respondents who said that cost is a barrier to participation, one-third (33%) had annual
household incomes of under $30,000, 60% had household incomes of $45,000 or less, and 80% had
household incomes of $60,000 or less.
Level of Satisfaction with Programs and Activities at Strathcona Gardens
Survey respondents were asked to indicate their level of satisfaction with programs and activities
offered at Strathcona Gardens. Most of the programs and activities were highly rated on satisfaction.
The survey found that users are most satisfied with:
 preschool or parent and tot programs such as skating or hockey programs or camps, floor
hockey
 youth programs including First Aid and aquatic leadership programs, youth weight training or
fitness
 preschool or parent and tot swimming lessons
 Swim Club
 leisure skating or drop-in hockey.
The survey found that users are least satisfied with adult fitness programs such as bootcamp, spin, belly
dancing, Zumba or yoga.
Level of Satisfaction with Recreation Facilities at Strathcona Gardens
Survey respondents were asked to indicate their level of satisfaction with the facilities of Strathcona
Gardens. The survey found that users are most satisfied with:
 ease of access to the leisure pool and the lap pool







ease of access to pool change rooms
water temperature and cleanliness of the leisure pool and the lap pool
ease of access to and cleanliness of the hot tub and sauna
ease of access to Rink 1 and 2
cleanliness of Rink 2 and
adequacy of parking spaces.

The survey found that users are least satisfied with:
 ease of access, adequacy of the space and the equipment of the Weight Room
 ease of access and adequacy of the space of the Fitness Studio and
 change room facilities of Rink 1.
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Priorities for Improvements in an Expanded or Renovated Strathcona Gardens
A large percentage of the community recognizes that Strathcona Gardens is in need of improvements.
Seventy-eight percent (78%) of survey respondents rated at least one of the twenty-two potential
facility improvements as very or somewhat important. However, Campbell River residents (80%) were
more likely than Area D residents (63%) to rate at least one of the twenty-two potential facility
improvements as very or somewhat important.

Importance of Improving
Strathcona Gardens
Facilities are fine they way are
Rated at least 1 improvement as important
No improvement rated as important
80%

78%

63%

28%
17%
5%
Total Sample

16%
5%
Campbell River

9%

Area D

Marked differences were found between the ratings of Campbell River residents and Area D residents
for particular facility improvements. None of the importance ratings means of Area D residents
exceeded the mid-point of the scale.
Campbell River residents rated the following eight facility improvements as fairly important, above the
mid-point of the scale:
 a teen centre/activity room
 more space for programs
 a new and improved fitness and wellness room
 facelift to existing pool
 a multi-purpose room for other programs and camps
 a children's dry area play zone
 addition of a warm hydro-therapy pool
 easier access to facility and spaces within the facility for all mobility levels
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Residents of Campbell River rated each of the potential program improvements asked about in the
survey as important, and both areas rated the following three improvements as important, above the
mid-point of the scale:
 a greater variety of programs for children 6 to 12
 a greater variety of programs for youth 13 to 18 and
 a greater variety of programs for adults 60 and older.
Effectiveness of Communication about Recreation, Awareness of Financial Assistance Programs and
Preferred Method of Communication
A large majority of 77% said they feel very or adequately informed about recreation facilities, programs,
and special events that are available to residents. The groups most likely to say they feel not at all
informed are residents of Area D (14%), those 65 and older (8%), and those with no children (6%).
When asked about four financial assistance programs, half (51%) were aware of the Child Fitness Tax
Credit, and the next highest level of awareness was for the Community Recreation Fitness program,
26%. Almost two in five (39%) were not aware of any of the financial assistance programs.

Level of Feeling Informed
16%

Very well informed

61%

Adequately informed
18%

Not very well informed
Not informed at all
Don`t know

4%
1%

The printed Recreation Guide is the preferred method of receiving information about recreation for 63%
of survey respondents, followed by the online version (55%) and mail-outs, flyers, posters (46%).
The top three preferred methods for 55 to 64 year olds are the printed Recreation Guide (preferred by
83%), the newspaper (49%), and the online Recreation Guide (41%). The over 65 group prefers the
Recreation Guide, the newspaper and mail-outs or flyers.
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Recreation Activities of Interest if Offered in an Expanded or Renovated Strathcona Gardens Recreation
Complex
Of 12 possible activities and types of programs that could be offered in an expanded or renovated
facility that were asked about in the survey, the two most popular are a Fitness Centre – of interest to
33%, children and youth sports camps and programs – of interest to 25%, and children’s after school
activities – also of interest to 25%.
Other activities and programs of interest to at least one in five are programs and activities for very active
older adults (of interest to 23%), more water fitness classes (of interest to 23%) and programs and
activities for seniors (of interest to 22%).
Demographic Profile of Sample
The majority of survey respondents were females, 65%. For household-based recreation surveys, the
sample is usually skewed toward females since they are often the most informed about their
household’s recreation activities.
This chart shows the age distribution after weighting. Half the sample was between 45 and 65 years of
age.

Age Bracket
19 to 34
35 to 44

15%
17%

45 to 54

25%

55 to 64

25%

65 and older

18%

Travel Time to Strathcona Gardens
Just over half - 53% of survey respondents said their travel time to Strathcona Gardens was less than 10
minutes. In general, Campbell River residents had shorter travel times than Area D residents: 60% of
Campbell River residents said their travel time was under 10 minutes in comparison to only 1% of Area D
residents. 34% of Campbell River residents said their travel time was 10 to 30 minutes and 6% said 16 to
30 minutes.
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The majority of Area D residents’ travel times were in the 10 to 15 minute range – 57%, and 40% said
16 to 30 minutes. Only one survey respondent who lived in Area D said travel time was over 30
minutes.
Household Income
About one in ten (11%) of households in the survey sample had annual incomes of under $30,000.
$30,000 is the current low income cut-off in Canada. One in five (20%) had incomes over $100,000,
while the rest of the sample had annual household incomes between $30,001 and $100,000.

Annual Household Income Bracket
23%
17%
11%

12%

16%

20%

1%

Focus Groups, Key Informant Interviews, and Additional Community Input

Additional feedback was sought using a variety of methods. The focus groups and key informant
interviews allowed for the opportunity for in-depth discussion on Strathcona Gardens. The following are
the key perspectives of the groups and individuals. The full report on stakeholder engagement is in
Appendix C.
General Strengths of Strathcona Gardens
• central location
•

good customer service

•

activities for all ages, multigenerational programs

•

multi-functional building that complements Campbell River facilities

•

reasonable costs for programs

•

ample parking

•

L.I.F.E. passes for low income families and individuals
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Challenges Related to Overall Facility
• Issues re CR versus SRD – need some consolidation such as a “One-Pass” drop-in for all facilities
•

Concern re cost of buying passes for both SG and CR facilities $900/year

•

Lack of convenience – for registration and access

•

No space for public functions; no gathering spaces; no program rooms, inadequate meeting
rooms

•

Building is showing its age, the whole building needs a facelift

•

Lack of promotion; little or no social media

Strengths Related to Arenas
• quality of ice
•

new lighting and score clocks in rink 1

•

reasonable hourly rental rates

•

good hockey programs

•

size of dressing rooms and female rooms in rink 2

Challenges Related to Arenas
• general maintenance is poor, lack of cleanliness, lack of timely repairs
•

staff response to issues/repairs and lack of communication with patrons

•

low water pressure and cold water in showers (both rinks)

•

spectator seating in rink 1 – uncomfortable and dangerous

•

dressing rooms and washrooms in rink 1 – tiny and shabby

•

sound system does not work properly in either rink

•

need more storage areas

•

poor lighting on rink 2

•

need heated viewing area that is open to the public

•

skating club needs more space

•

leisure rink too small

Strengths Related to Pools
• two pools, hot tub, sauna, steam room, slide
•

zero entry in leisure pool for physically challenged

•

good change facilities for all levels of ability

•

pool activities, good variety of programs

•

good aquatic exercise programs

•

aquatic staff – qualified and good working relationship with participants

•

use of pool by swim team
30
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Challenges Related to Pools
• lack of adequate pool time for all the clubs and activities
•

cleanliness of change rooms

•

Spring closures - every Sunday

•

Summer – weekend and early weekday closure; big impact on seniors and persons with sun
sensitivity; affects rehab programs

•

limited access to slide

•

overlap of user groups in pool e.g. lane swimming with fitness and lessons

•

shoes worn on deck – lack of enforcement

•

lack of deck space viewing in main pool

•

men’s change room too small

•

old, lacks modern amenities

Challenges related to Weight and Fitness Rooms
• Too small
•

Equipment inadequate

•

Need more features in both areas

•

Too far from change rooms

•

More recreational fitness classes needed

•

Need to meet needs of aging population

•

Too many user groups

•

Conflict between programs and self-directed rehab/fitness

Desired Major Capital Improvements
• Improved layout within building, better access and egress routes
•

Improve accessibility e.g. walk to pool change rooms is too long

•

Expanded/new change rooms in rink 1; Improved/new seating in rink 1

•

Additional rink

•

Therapy pool

•

New weight room and fitness space

•

Improved change rooms with better access (more family and larger men’s)

•

More equipment and features in the pools – slides, climbing walls, river etc.

•

Larger pool deck and more pool storage

•

Larger/new pool (8 lanes, 50 metre)

•

Add multi-purpose room(s)
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Public Open House

The open house was held on June 11th in the main foyer of the Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex.
Approximately forty (40) people dropped by to view the presentation on recommendations and facility
improvement options. Many of the participants provided their input through verbal comments and
questions, as well as filling out comment forms and placing dots on the presentation boards indicating
their preferences. The attendees consisted mainly of families and youth. The public was generally very
supportive of the recommendations and potential future options for facility renovations.
People were interested in the findings of the random community survey and the program and services
recommendations, and in the visual display of attractive functional spaces.
Two facility improvement options were presented, both providing for a wellness centre ( with therapy
pool, fitness and exercise room), multi-purpose rooms, improved & enlarged pool change rooms, a
welcome centre (reception & information), and a large open area with a coffee shop/food service area.
These options were proposed as Phase 1.
Phase 2 in both options involved renovations to Arena 1 (Rod Brind’Amour). The primary difference
between the two options was the location of the new change rooms and additional spectator seating.
People were particularly supportive of the fitness/weight/exercise area, the multi-purpose rooms and
the large open space and coffee shop/concession area in the middle of the facility. The renovations to
the Arena 1 change rooms and seating were also well-received. The proposed enlarged, reconfigured
change rooms that would serve fitness and the pools were favourably received.
Several of the participants felt that the main pool needs to be expanded or replaced with an 8 lane 50
Metre pool, or at least an 8 lane pool. Deck space was also raised as an issue.
People were informed that this is just the wrap-up of the needs assessment and that much more work
would be required prior to any action on the facility renovation recommendations. Refer to Appendix D
for the drawings and images presented at the Open House.
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Programs and Services
Findings and Analysis

The level of satisfaction with the programs and services is high. This statement is supported by the
survey results, the focus groups, and key informant interviews. Only nine percent (9%) of the survey
respondents felt that programs were lacking for certain age groups. Survey respondents did note the
need for more program space for camps, youth, and children’s “dry land” programs.
Aquatic Programs and Services
Both pools are very well used. They are in use, either by permit groups or Regional District programs
from 6:00 am to 9:00 pm Monday to Friday. On weekends the activities start at 7:00 am. The permit
groups include the Killer Whale Swim Club, the Salmon Kings Swim Club, School groups, Scuba Courses,
Kayak lessons. The leisure pool is also available for Birthday Party bookings. The programs consist of
swim lessons, auquafit and rehab classes, leadership courses, lane swimming, adult and public
swimming.
The Aquatics programs along with recreational swimming, are the most popular programs overall.
There is a high level of satisfaction with the children and youth swim programs, the aquatic fitness
programs and the swim clubs. Most of the complaints in the aquatics area are related to not enough
pool time, pool(s) being too crowded and change rooms not well designed.
The aquatics staff is well trained and for the most part well-liked by the participants. There are some
issues with the level of ongoing maintenance, both cleanliness and repairs.
There are few opportunities to add programs, within the currently available facility operating hours, and
the constraints of a six lane pool. The closure of the pools on Sundays during the Spring and for a long
period in the summer prohibits the expansion of aquatic programs and activities during those time
periods. The limited hours during the first half of the summer, Monday to Friday until 1 pm and then full
closure from late July to early September affects many regular participants in particular those in the
rehab programs.
Rehab and Fitness Programs
A large number and variety of programs for rehabilitation and fitness are offered at Strathcona Gardens.
A contract with Island Health provides funding to help support clients.
This section offers 83 programs per week including 28 Aquatic Fitness programs, specialized programs
for heart maintenance and chronic disease management.
There is considerable demand for Rehab programs, but they cannot be expanded during the daytime
(most popular time) due to facility availability and design constraints. Due to the pool closure as
mentioned above, the aquatic rehab is limited from late June onward and cannot be offered between
late July and early September. This results in a potential loss of revenue and loss of clients.
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The programs which received lower ratings of satisfaction included adult fitness programs such as
bootcamp, spin, belly dancing, Zumba or yoga and senior’s programs. This may in part be due to the
poor facilities available for these types of programs. The comments in the survey were mainly to do
with the size and quality of specific areas of the facility.
The fitness and weight training programs that target youth had a high level of satisfaction in the survey.
Ice Programs and Activities
Both arenas are fully booked during prime time. Some of the non-prime hours, daytime (after 7:30 am)
and some evenings after 10:30 pm are not fully booked. The leisure ice is generally empty mornings until
9:45 am and evenings after 8:00 pm.
Users confirmed that the children‘s programs such as preschool and parent and tot skating, and hockey
programs have a high level of satisfaction. Users were also very happy with leisure skating and drop-in
hockey. Learn to skate and hockey classes are generally full, however public skating could
accommodate more participants.
Ice permit groups including minor hockey, the skating club and adult recreational hockey leagues are
generally satisfied with their use of the facility, except for the cleanliness of the change rooms and
washrooms, the hours and food options of the concession, and a number of capital facility issues. Minor
hockey and the Skating Club would like more ice time availability and dry land training space.
The Storm Junior B Hockey Club’s biggest challenge is the cost of ice time. They use a lot of hours for
practices and games. They also have issues with the facility, in particular the stands and the sound
system. Although the relationship with maintenance staff is improving, there is still room for further
improvement.
Ice Out Activities
Lacrosse is not satisfied with their limited use of the dry arena floor, as the ice comes out too late for the
start of their season. They would like a dry floor commencing in February for their 110 to 120
participants. The cost to build another arena or indoor facility primarily for lacrosse is prohibitive for the
number of participants involved. If the facility was designed to accommodate multiple uses such as
indoor soccer, dry land training for skating and hockey, and general programs, it may be viable.
Spring Break, Summer Camp, Pro D Days
These programs are extremely popular and are generally always at capacity. Additional programs
cannot be added due to space and type of facility constraints. The participants eat their lunches in the
change rooms. During this past Spring Break, there were more than 150 children in the camps each
week.
Events
Special events in both the pool and on the ice are all well attended. Events appeal to families with
children and to the youth population. The nature of the facility limits the type and number of events
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that can be accommodated at Strathcona Gardens. A multipurpose space that could be used in addition
to the pools and rinks would allow for larger, multi-faceted events which could generate more revenue.
Concession Services
The main issue from the user’s perspective is with the hours of operation. The concession is not open
during daytime hours, and is only open some evening. There are not enough healthy food choices.
The net operating cost of the concession is very high in relation to the levels of service that are
provided. In 2015 the estimated net operating cost is about $20,000, not including maintenance or
utilities. There are not-for profit groups or private sector businesses that may be interested in a
partnership in the provision of concession services. This could allow for longer opening hours, a better
variety of food, and reduced cost to the Regional District.
Staff
Program staff was generally seen as competent and offering good classes. These staff are well trained
and certified particularly in the areas of aquatics and fitness/rehab.
The maintenance staff got mixed reviews. Some users thought they were quite good, whereas other
users felt that they were not responsive, did not attend to repairs in a timely manner, and did not keep
the facility clean. Persons with fragile immune systems were more likely to have issues with the staff’s
lack of attention to the cleanliness of the facility.
The number of management staff appears to be low in relation to the size of operation at Strathcona
Gardens.
Timing
Participants would like some programs to be offered at more convenient times for working parents and
adults in general, for example later in the afternoon and Sundays and Saturdays. There is an interest in
the ability to permit the pool for later time slots and on weekends during the Spring and Summer.
Fees
The fees for programs are generally based on historic charges, increased incrementally usually on a
yearly basis. The pool and ice rental rates are set using comparisons with other facilities in combination
with historic rates at Strathcona Gardens.
There does not appear to be a relationship between the operating cost of the facilities and the rental
rates. Program fees also do not appear to be directly related to the cost of the facility operation plus
instructor costs.
Affordable Recreation
The recreation departments of the Strathcona Regional District and the City of Campbell River work
together to ensure that everyone has the opportunity to participate in recreation programs. Jump Start,
a program sponsored by Canadian Tire is a charitable program that helps kids in financial need, ages 4 to
18 years participate in organized sports and recreation. KidSport for ages 6 to 18 provides grants for
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participation in a recognized sport, led by a qualified coach. Leisure is For Everyone or L.I.F.E. provides
financial assistance for individuals and families with low income.
It is important that this information is communicated to current and potential Strathcona Gardens’
participants. Even though it is very visible in the program brochure and on the website, there are still
families and individuals who do not use the facilities due to cost.
Analysis Summary
Although there is a fairly high level of satisfaction with the current services and programs, there is little
or no opportunity to add additional programs or services due to facility constraints.
All of the data collected supports the need for an enhanced Recreation Complex in the near future. As
the population increases and ages there will be even more demand for program and activities at
Strathcona Gardens, particularly those that serve the aging population and families. Although the
Complex does not currently have multi-purpose program space, those spaces are necessary to support a
large variety of programs including day camps, afterschool programs, events, educational sessions,
youth activities, social programs for seniors, birthday parties, and so on. They will enhance net revenue
for the facility.

Recommendations - Programs and Services

Operating Efficiencies
1. Address the level of cleanliness and state of repair throughout the facility, recognizing that some
of the “state of the facility” issues are a result of the design and construction of the additions to
the facility.
2. Review the Concession operations including hours of operation versus cost of providing this
service. Consider options for the more efficient and effective operation of the concession,
potentially partnering with a non-profit organization or a with a food service company.
3. Review the Management Model to ensure the current senior management and supervisory
structure is meeting the needs of a seven day per week multi-faceted facility.
Recreation Fees
1. Undertake a detailed analysis of operating costs for each facility component. Compare the
hourly revenues with the hourly operating costs (based on potential hours of use). This will
result in the identification of the hourly subsidy by facility. The Commission could then make
decisions based on the amount of subsidy they feel is appropriate for each type of user e.g.
adult hockey versus minor hockey.
2. Update fees and charges By-law as soon as possible. Increase fees using “comparative”
community rates, however fees should be reviewed once the detailed analysis of operating
costs is completed.
3. Work with the City of Campbell River to develop a “one-pass” system for drop-in use for all
Campbell River and Regional District recreational facilities.
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4. Review ways of making the L.I.F.E. program more accessible. Work with social service agencies
on providing information and access to recreation activities at Strathcona Gardens.
Programming
1. Continue with current programming model, tweaking as needs and interests change; try
programs/classes at different or additional times (e.g earlier Saturday and Sunday morning swim
classes).
2. Explore opportunities for additional programming for children (pre-school and school age),
youth, and families. This can be further developed if facility renovations can provide dry multiuse space.
3. Review the Sunday pool closures for the Spring session; considering the impact on the
recreational and rehabilitation needs of the community.
4. Review current length of annual pool closure (usually 5 to 6 weeks from end of July to early
September). Consider reducing shutdown to three weeks for maintenance purposes. Determine
operating costs for additional two weeks of programs.
5. Consider offering free recreational swim and skate days for all age groups, possibly once a week.
Monitor attendance to evaluate the success and need for such a program. Evaluate costs to
provide this opportunity to the community.
6. Enhance fitness programs. Ensure consultation with existing users as to timing and types of
classes.
7. Work with the City of Campbell River to continue to offer complementary programming for all
age groups.
Communications and Marketing
1. Enhance the Strathcona Gardens website, and make it mobile friendly.
2. Expand use of digital media and provide regular communications regarding programs and
activities at Strathcona Gardens.
3. Promote the L.I.F.E. program.
Partnerships
1. Initiate discussions with School District 72 to develop formal partnerships for the long range
development of the Strathcona Gardens site and adjacent lands.
2. Work with First Nations to ensure that their population, in particular children and youth, are
being served by the programs and services at Strathcona Gardens.
3. Continue to work with the Island Health Authority and ICBC for the delivery of rehabilitation
programs.
4. Seek out partnerships with private rehabilitation specialists (physiotherapists, massage
therapists, fitness specialists, etc) to provide services at Strathcona Gardens.
5. Continue to encourage the private sector to support recreational programs and activities at
Strathcona Gardens, particularly for low income and/or high risk populations. Explore
opportunities for private sector involvement in any facility expansion.
6. Undertake a cost-benefit analysis for a potential partnership for the arena operations.
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Facilities

Findings and Analysis

The site observations supported the concerns expressed by the user groups. The facility has several key
areas that need improvement over the next 5 to 10 years and beyond.
The facility has several entrances which results in many uncontrolled access points. The circulation
throughout the building is inefficient and confusing, and the public/waiting areas are poorly located and
not functional. Many areas of the facility are not accessible. There are no “gathering” spaces for people
to socialize, wait for their children or relax before or after activities.
The Rod Brind’ Amour Arena has a good quality ice, new rink boards, glass and lighting. The change
rooms and washrooms, are very much in need of upgrading or replacement. The concrete spectator
stands are uncomfortable, not accessible and potentially unsafe. There is no heated viewing area other
than the meeting room. Rink 2 and the Leisure Ice pad need minor repairs and a “facelift”. The Leisure
Ice area is dark and has no warm-up area for spectators.
The concession area is a long way from the leisure ice, from the pools and from the main entrance area
of the facility. It is not an appealing space for food services, has very limited hours, and has no seating
area.
The pool decks, viewing areas and storage are small for the amount of usage. The leisure pool lacks
contemporary amenities. The main pool is an aging, narrow six lane tank. The change rooms are difficult
to monitor and are not well laid out, with a long access corridor. The men’s change room is very small
for the number of patrons.
The fitness studio is poorly located and too small for the demand for fitness/aerobic activities.
The access to the weight room across the pool deck is very problematic and unhygienic. The size of the
weight room is inadequate. The equipment appears to be in good repair.
The reception desk is not well designed for staff oversight of users of the facility. It is also not an
effective workspace.
The entire site and the surrounding properties were reviewed for opportunities. The challenge is the
limited expansion opportunities on the current site. The Pinecrest entry is not associated with parking.
Patrons are using the back doors to Rink 1 and Rink 2 as main, uncontrolled entry points.
The site opportunities are: some room to the north (limited); some expansion opportunity to the east
and to the south. There are “context” opportunities with Pinecrest Elementary, Pinecrest Park, the
Works Yard, and the RCMP parking lot.
The following diagrams show three “Site Opportunities” as identified by the Architect based on the site
visits and early analysis. These diagrams were used to stimulate thinking and discussion on priorities and
what may be possible.
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Priorities and Options

Based on the site analysis, facility and program review, stakeholder engagement and the statistically
valid survey results five (5) priorities were established. These priorities were the basis for the
development of options for future facility upgrades.
Three of the priorities were “development priorities”:
1. A Wellness Centre to complement and expand aquatic and rehabilitation offerings, including
improved aquatic support spaces (change rooms, sauna, steam fitness) and a therapy pool areas
2. Program Spaces - flexible multi-use space to support existing and new programs
3. Improved conditions for Rink 1 Arenas -including new change rooms and improved spectator
seating
The other two priorities were “overarching approaches”:
4. Improved accessibility and inclusivity
5. Improved overall facility experience, patron orientation, patron safety, sense of place, and
appeal as gathering space.
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Two options have been developed for consideration. Both options 1 and 2 developed in test-for-fit
concept sketch plans address the five priorities and are supported by the community consultation
results. The plans show a phased approach to:
•
•

Adding a wellness centre and upgrading the aquatic centre (Phase 1A, 1B and 1C) and
Addressing the shortcomings of Arena 1 (Phase 2). Two distinct options have been indicated for
Phase 2.

Option 1 - Phase 1A

New addition of approximately 950 m2
-

Wellness Centre – expanded aquatic, wellness and fitness programming, including dry multipurpose program room on upper level

-

Widened pool deck for improved pool experience

-

Improved accessibility to both facility levels

Estimated Order of Magnitude Construction Costs for Phase 1A is $6.0 Mio
Estimated Order of Magnitude Project Cost is 8.0 Mio
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Option 1 - Phase 1B

Renovations to change rooms and administration/receptions
-

Accommodates existing conditions, but anticipates Phase 2 for a complete facility
transformation

-

Improved Inclusivity and accessibility through enlarged universal aquatic and fitness change
rooms

-

New Welcome Centre (Reception and Information) located more centrally with better views of
main circulation areas

-

Temporary accommodation of relocated pool admin areas to upper level

-

Increased program options with Multi-Purpose Rooms, including storage areas, centrally located
to both leisure Ice, existing Atrium and Pool

Estimated Order of Magnitude Construction Costs for Phase 1B is $1.9 Mio
Estimated Order of Magnitude Project Costs for Phase 1B is $2.5 Mio
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Option 1 - Phase 1C (Optional)

Renovations to pool hall
-

New roof with increased daylighting opportunity and solar hot water system

-

New , wider 8 lane pool tank for increased programming opportunities (lanes at 2.25m, not FINA
width of 2.5m)

Estimated Order of Magnitude Construction Costs for Phase 1C is $4.4 Mio
Estimated Order of Magnitude Project Costs for Phase 1C is $5.75 Mio
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Option 1 - Phase 2

Phase 2 addresses:
-

Rink 1 revitalization (within existing main structure, but significant renovations and new addition
on one side)

-

New change rooms for rink 1, renovated change rooms for rink 2

-

New seating and expanded seating count

-

Improved overall facility flow through completion of large new double height central Atrium
contiguous with original Atrium and Phase 1 Welcome Centre

-

Improved overall facility accessibility and inclusivity

-

New Rink 1 entry designed as combined Multi-Purpose space and Lobby extension

-

New Concession centrally located to new expanded atrium
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Estimated Order of Magnitude Construction Costs for Phase 2: $5.3 Mio
Estimated Order of Magnitude Project Cost $7.0 Mio excluding escalation allowance
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Option 2 - Phase 2

Phase 1 is the same as Option 1.
Phase 2 addresses:
-

Rink 1 rebuilding: new long-span structure over existing ice slab

-

New change rooms for rink 1, renovated change rooms for rink 2

-

New seating and expanded seating count, optimal seating arrangement

-

Improved overall facility flow through completion of large new double height central Atrium
contiguous with original Atrium and Phase 1 Welcome Centre

-

Improved overall facility accessibility and inclusivity

-

New Rink 1 entry designed as combined Multi-Purpose space and Lobby extension and
additional Multi-Purpose Rooms

-

New Concession centrally located to new expanded atrium
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Estimated Order of Magnitude Construction Costs for Option 2 - Phase 2: $8.5 Mio
Estimated Order of Magnitude Project Cost $11.3 Mio excluding escalation allowance
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Recommendations - Facilities

Both options 1 and 2 address the five priorities and are supported by the community consultation
results and, both concepts and have the potential of creating a completely transformed facility after
completion of phase 2.
The total estimated Order of Magnitude Project Cost for Option 1 is $23.25 M. This is the combination
of Phase 1 A, B & C for $16.25 M plus Phase 2 for $7.0 M. Without Phase 1C (the expanded pool) the
total cost for Option 1 would be $17.5 Million.
The estimated Order of Magnitude Project Cost for Option 2 is estimated at $27.55 M. This includes
Phase 1 at $23.25 plus Phase 2 at $11.3 M. Without the pool expansion, the Option 2 total estimated
cost is $21.8 Million.
Preferred Option
Option 1 and Option 2 are identical for the development of the first phase. This Phase 1 consists of
three distinct parts:
Phase 1A - wellness centre, multi-purpose room, improved accessibility and wider pool deck
Phase 1B- renovations to change rooms, new reception/information centre, multi-purpose
rooms
Phase 1C - renovations to pool area - new roof, solar hot water system, new 8 land pool tank

•
•
•

Recommendation: It is recommended that Strathcona Regional District initiate the process for the
expansion of Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex for all of Phase 1.
Feasibility Study
Our needs assessment concludes that expansion of the aquatic facility with a wellness centre is the most
supported first phase of investment into SGRC. Based on this recommendation an advisable next step
would be to undertake a more detailed feasibility study for phase 1. This study would
-

create a refined determination of the wellness centre facility program,
continue stakeholder engagement with focus on this development component only
commence conceptual design: architectural, structural, mechanical and electrical technical
evaluation of the proposed expansion and connections to existing building
provide visual imagery and physical models that support public engagement
include detailed Order of Magnitude cost estimate prepared by a Quantity Surveyor
refine the proposed phased approach to addition and renovation scopes (1A, 1B and 1C)

In advance of this feasibility study, a detailed topographical, building and underground utility survey of
the expansion area will be required. Limited geo-technical analysis will also be required to support the
technical feasibility study.
Recommendation: That the Strathcona Regional District undertake a Feasibility Study for Phase 1 of
the re-development of Strathcona Gardens. If the feasibility study results in information that does not
recommend proceeding with all of Phase 1, the appropriate adjustments should be made at that time.
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Funding Options
Recommendation: That Strathcona Regional District prepare a funding strategy to pay for the redevelopment of the Recreation Complex.
Phase 2 (Arena)
Recommendation: Determine whether Phase 2 (arena upgrades) might proceed. If it is a possibility,
determine the priority of the extent of arena 1 improvements, as this will influence the next Phase of
the project (Option 1 or 2).

Funding Strategies

This following section outlines some funding options.
The Regional District’s 2015-2019 Financial Plan was reviewed and discussed with the Financial Services
Manager with respect to to the funding of potential future changes to Strathcona Gardens.
There are a number of opportunities to fund future capital improvements. A combination of funding
sources will likely be the best arrangement for the Regional District. It is impossible to determine the
exact methods of funding at this time as the various grant programs vary and are many announced with
a fairly short lead time. It is important that once the decisions are made as to how to proceed with
changes to Strathcona Gardens that the Regional District is in a position to apply for federal/provincial
infrastructure grants as they are announced. This generally means that the project is in a “shovel ready”
state.
The following is a list of potential funding sources:
1. Gas tax. Only Area D’s gas tax could be allocated to the project. Campbell River could choose to
provide s portion of their gas tax to SRD for this project.
2. Long term debt. A referendum would be required for a project of this magnitude. Both Area D
and Campbell River taxpayers would need to support the project.
3. Reserves. SRD could start building reserves now for this future project. This would help to
reduce the amount of money that needs to be funded through long-term debt.
4. Federal/provincial Infrastructure grant program. This is an unknown, however the Canadian
Parks and Recreation Association is working with FCM to push for Federal Infrastructure
funding, to include recreation facilities. The SRD would likely need matching funds, which cannot
come from another federal or provincial source.
5. Public Private Partnerships. This type of cost sharing should be explored with potential private
sector investors. The Federal P3 grant program may be considered but the requirements to
access those finds are quite onerous and require that the private partner be committed right
from the start, throughout the whole application process as well as the facility development and
construction. As this project is essentially a renovation, it may be difficult to find an appropriate
partner.
6. Fundraising. A partnership with one or more of the non-profit user groups to engage in a fund
raising campaign is another option to raise a portion of the funds.
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7. Specific purpose grants - grants can be accessed through various government ministries and
agencies for accessibility improvements, energy savings, healthy living etc. Care must be taken
to apply and use these grants in a manner that does not impact on the ability to obtain larger
capital grants (beware of “stacking” if applying for other government funding).

Implementation Plan

The following table lists a summary of each of the recommendations, indicating their relative priority,
recommended timeline, and the potential resources required to implement the recommendation. The
priorities are based on community input and the consultants’ analysis.

Recommendations
1. Address the level of cleanliness and state of repair
throughout the facility.

Priority

Timeline

Short 1-3 years
Med 4-7 years
Long 8+ years

Resources
required

1

Short

Staff time

2. Review the Concession operations including hours of
operation versus cost of providing this service, and
options for partnerships.

2

Med

Staff time

3. Review the Management model to ensure the current
structure is meeting the needs of the seven day per week,
multi-faceted facility.

2

Med

Staff time

4. Undertake detailed analysis of operating costs for each
facility component. Compare hourly revenues with hourly
operating costs.

3

Med

Staff time

1

Short

($10,000)
Revenue,
annually

2

Short

Staff time

7. Review ways of making the L.I.F.E. program more
accessible. Work with social service agencies.

1

Short

Staff time

8. Continue with current programming model; try
different programs at differing times.

2

Short

Staff time

5. Update fees and charges By-Law - fee increase as
appropriate.
6. Work with City of Campbell River to develop a "one
pass" system for drop in use for Campbell River and
Regional District recreational facilities.
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Priority

Recommendations

Timeline

Short 1-3 years
Med 4-7 years
Long 8+ years

Resources
required

9. Explore opportunities for additional programs for
children, youth and families.

2

Med

Staff time

10. Review Sunday pool closures for Spring - analyze costs
and implications.

1

Short

$13,500
annually

1

Short

$15,600
annually

11. Review length of annual pool closure. Reduce to 3
weeks. Determine cost and value of additional operating
hours.
12. Consider offering free Recreational swim and skate for
all age groups once a week. Monitor attendance and cost
to provide this service.

1

Short

13. Enhance fitness programs.
timing and type of classes.

Skate: $4,140
Swim:
$20,300
annually

2

Short

Staff time

14. Work with Campbell River to continue to offer
complementary programs for all ages.

3

Short

Staff time

15. Enhance the Strathcona Gardens website, and make it
mobile friendly.

1

Short

Unknown

1

Short

Staff time

1

Short

Unknown

18. Initiate discussions with School District 72 to develop
formal partnerships for the long range development of
the Strathcona Gardens site and adjacent lands.

3

Med

Staff time

19. Work with First Nations to ensure that their
population, in particular children and youth, are being
served by the programs and services at Strathcona
Gardens.

1

Short

Staff time

1

Short

Staff time

2

Short

Staff time

Consult with users re

16. Expand use of Digital media and provide regular
communications regarding programs and activities at
Strathcona Gardens.
17. Promote the L.I.F.E. program

20. Continue to work with the Island Health Authority and
ICBC for the delivery of rehabilitation programs.
21. Seek out partnerships with private rehabilitation
specialists (physiotherapists, massage therapists, fitness
specialists, etc.) to provide services at Strathcona
Gardens.
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Recommendations
22. Continue to encourage the private sector to support
recreational programs and activities at Strathcona
Gardens, and for participation in capital improvements.

Priority

Timeline

Short 1-3 years
Med 4-7 years
Long 8+ years

Resources
required

2

Short

Staff time

23. Undertake a cost benefit analysis for potential
partnership for the arena operations.

3

Med

$10,000

24. Initiate the process for the re-development of
Strathcona Gardens.

1

Short

Staff time

1

Short

$35,000 to
$50,000

1

Short

Staff time

2

Med

Staff time

25. Undertake a feasibility study for Phases 1A, 1B & 1C
26. Prepare a funding strategy to pay for the redevelopment of the Recreation Complex.
27. Determine whether Phase 2 (arena upgrades) might
proceed. If it is a possibility, determine the priority of the
extent of arena 1 improvements, as this will influence the
next Phase of the project (Option 1 or 2).

Construction Options
Option 1 Phase 1A
Option 1 Phase 2A
Option 1 Phase 3A
Option 1 Phase 2 (if preferred Option)
Option 2 Phase 2 (if preferred Option)

Project Cost
1

Short-Med

$8.0 M

1

Med

$2.5 M

2

Long

$5.75 M

3

Long

$7.0 M

3

Long

$11.3 M

Next Steps
This Needs Assessment is only the first step towards the potential improvements to the Strathcona
Gardens Recreation Complex. The intention of the “bigger project” is to meet the needs and
expectations of the community over the next 20 years.
The Recommendations and the Implementation Plan will help guide the Strathcona Regional District in
their deliberations and actions towards the development of a renewed asset that will serve the
community for many years to come.
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APPENDIX A

COMMUNICATION PLAN
Purpose: The purpose of the communication plan is to ensure that relevant, accurate, timely and consistent project
information is provided to project stakeholders and other appropriate audiences.
The communication plan provides a framework to manage and coordinate the wide variety of communications that take
place during the project. The plan covers who will receive the communications, how the communications will be
delivered, what information will be communicated, who communicates, and the frequency of the communications.
Project Name

Strathcona Gardens Needs Assessment

Project Background

SGC 38/14
THAT the new Facility Needs Assessment be undertaken in 2014, and
THAT the existing five year capital plan be amended in 2014 to include $75,000 for the undertaking of
the Needs Assessment report.

Communication
Objectives

The key communication objectives for the project include:
• To create a community awareness of the Strathcona Gardens needs assessment
project.
• To engage the residents of Campbell River and Area ‘D’ in the consultation process
and determine whether current service delivery is meeting their needs.
• To provide a method for feedback and questions regarding the long range planning
process (five to 20 years) for Strathcona Gardens.

STAKEHOLDER COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS
This section identifies the audiences targeted in this Communication Plan, and the purpose of communicating with each
audience.
Audience

Communications Requirements

Strathcona Gardens Commission

Project status, milestones, deliverables and decision points.

SRD (Strathcona Gardens) Staff

Interviews, milestones, public meetings.

Campbell River and Area D
Residents

User Groups of Strathcona
Gardens

Randomly selected residents, project explained and electronic/paper input
requested.
Advertise opportunities for involvement in the gathering of information and for
presentation of results.
Cross-representation of various user groups – project scope, timeline and
opportunity for involvement.

Community Stakeholder Groups

Project scope, milestones and important dates.

Users of Strathcona Gardens

Non-users of Strathcona
Gardens but users of other
recreation facilities
Non-users of public recreation
facilities
City of Campbell River
(Recreation) Staff
Key Informants

Advertise opportunities for involvement in the gathering of information and for
presentation of results.
Advertise opportunities for involvement in the gathering of information and for
presentation of results.
Interviews, project scope, milestones and important dates.
Project scope, milestones and important dates.
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COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
#

COMMUNICATION
TYPE

PURPOSE

RESPONSIBILITY

TARGET AUDIENCE

SCHEDULE
FREQUENCY

METHOD

1

Key Staff
Interviews

To gather in-depth
information in an
unbiased forum.

GDH Consulting

SRD (Strathcona
Gardens) Staff

January 6/7

In-person
interview

2

Key
Stakeholder
Interviews

To gain additional
perspectives for
developing or refining
input for consensus
building purposes.

GDH Consulting

City of Campbell
River (Recreation)
Staff. Key
Informants

January 6/7
January
19/20

In-person or
telephone
interview

3

News
Releases

Inform media of project
milestones to create
interest and encourage
resident participation.

Sheila Van Nus

Campbell River and
Area D Residents.

January 21
June 5

Email, web
posting.

4

Print Media

To publicize the needs
assessment survey and
open house.

Sheila Van Nus

Campbell River and
Area D Residents.

January 21
& June 1

Posters (2)

5

Street Sign

To promote the SG needs
assessment.

Susan Bullock

Campbell River and
Area D Residents.

January 21
(Weekly)

SG Sign

6

SRD Website

Provide regional
distribution of information.

Michele
Saunders

Campbell River and
Area D Residents.

January 21
– May 30

FAQ’s
Timeline

7

Focus Groups

To present information
and elicit audience
response and collect
traceable data.

Sheila Van Nus
Yves Bienvenu/
GDH Consulting

User Groups of
Strathcona
Gardens,
Community
Stakeholders

January 21
& 22
March 10

Email
invitation,
focus group

8

Direct Mail

To reach target audience
and encourage
participation in survey.

Sheila Van Nus
Points of View
Consulting

City of Campbell
River and Area ‘D’
residents

January 21

Mail
invitations to
random
sampling

9

Strathcona
Gardens –
Receipts
Notice

Additional means to
inform SG users of needs
assessment process.

Yves Bienvenu

January 21
– May 30

Notice of
survey &
notice of
open house

10

Briefings

To provide project up
updates and milestones
achieved. To provide
technical analysis and
policy options.

Yves Bienvenu/
Sheila Van Nus

Strathcona
Gardens
Commission

January 22
April 8
May 13

Use regular
or special
meetings to
inform and
update.

11

Information
Repositories

To make relevant
information easily
accessible to the public.

Sheila Van Nus

Community
members who want
paper surveys

January 23
– February
17

Survey for
pick up SG
& SRD

Users of Strathcona
Gardens
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APPENDIX A

COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
#

COMMUNICATION
TYPE

PURPOSE

RESPONSIBILITY

TARGET AUDIENCE

SCHEDULE
FREQUENCY

METHOD

12

Telephone
Surveys

To provide an opportunity
for visually impaired or
illiterate residents to
complete the surveys.

Point of View
Consulting

City of Campbell
River and Area ‘D’
residents

As needed
January 23
to February
17

Telephone

13

Social Media

To engage residents in a
two way conversation
about the process,
outcome and possibilities
of the SG needs
assessment.

Sheila Van Nus

Regional district
residents.

January 26
Daily post

Facebook

14

Direct Calls

To remind select
residents that the survey
is still open to them

Points of View

Randomly selected
Campbell River and
Area “D” residents

February
23-28

15

Print Media

To encourage residents
to participate in the
engagement process

Sheila Van Nus

City of Campbell
River and Area ‘D’
residents

February
18/25

Newspaper
Advertising

16

SRD Website

Provide access to on-line
survey and improve rate
of response for
statistically valid data
collection.

Michele
Saunders

Campbell River and
Area D Residents.

January 26
to
February
17

Survey link
and hot
button

17

Workshop

An interactive working
session to review and
discuss survey results
and community
consultation.

GDH Consulting

Strathcona
Gardens
Commission

March 11

Regular
commission
meeting.

18

Workshop
Follow up

Presentation on
preliminary architectural
concepts and options.
based on the March 11
meeting.

GDH Consulting

Strathcona
Gardens
Commission

May 13

Regular
commission
meeting.

19

Public
Materials

Presentation of public
materials based on May
13 discussions.

GDH Consulting

Strathcona
Gardens
Commission

June 10

Regular
commission
meeting.

20

Community
Open House

To publicly display how
feedback and input was
addressed and included
in the decision making
process. Draft options
and schematics on
display.

GDH Consulting

Campbell River and
Area D Residents.

June 11

Recreation
Complex
Lobby
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
SURVEY BACKGROUND
The Strathcona Regional District is carrying out a Needs Assessment for the Strathcona
Gardens Recreation Complex. The results of the Needs Assessment will provide
direction to the Regional District on the provision of future regional recreation programs,
and facilities and services in the Campbell River area. A community survey of a random
sample of residents was a component of the public input process. The purpose of the
survey was to provide up-to-date information on the recreation behaviours, needs and
priorities of residents of the City of Campbell River and Area D.
A total of 262 residents participated in the survey, and the participation rate is 11.1%. A
sample of 262 provides reliable results that can be expected to be accurate at least plus
or minus 6 percentage points 19 times out of 20. A sub-sample of 137 for the City of
Campbell River provides results that can be expected to be accurate at least plus or
minus 8.3 percentage points 19 times out of 20. A sub-sample of 125 for Area D
provides results that can be expected to be accurate at least plus or minus 8.6
percentage points 19 times out of 20.
SUMMARY OF SURVEY RESULTS
Household use of local recreation facilities in past year. Survey respondents were
asked if they or anyone in their households used any of four local indoor recreation
facilities last year in 2014. As shown in the chart, the facility used by the largest
percentage of households in the survey was the Strathcona Gardens Recreation
Complex (SGRC), used by 71%. The survey found that 72% of Campbell River
households and 64% of Area D households had at least one household member that
visited the Complex in the past year.
16% of survey respondents reported no household use in the past year of any of the
local indoor recreation facilities asked about in the survey - 15% of Campbell River and
19% of Area D households.
95% of households with children in the home reported use of Strathcona Gardens in the
past year. All households in the survey sample with children had visited at least one of
the community indoor facilities in the past year.
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Household Use of Local Indoor
Recreation Facilities in 2014
71%
57%
42%
16%

11%

Strathcona
Gardens

Campbell
River
Sportsplex

Campbell
River
Community
Centre

Campbell
River Curling
Club

None used
last year

As shown in the next chart, the aquatic facilities of Strathcona Gardens have the
highest level of use, followed by the ice and/or floor (ice out) facilities. The patterns of
use of Strathcona Gardens facilities were very similar for Campbell River and Area D
households, with the largest percentages using the aquatic facilities (56% Campbell
River and 52% Area D), followed by the ice and/or floor (ice out) facilities (43%
Campbell River and 40% Area D).

Use of Particular Facilities
of Strathcona Gardens
Percent of Sample

Percent of SGRC Users

78%
60%

56%
43%

24%

SGRC aquatic
facilities

SGRC arena
facilities

34%

SGRC special
events, parties,
etc.

15%

21%

SGRC fitness or
rehab facilities
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Household use of aquatic activities, programs or events at Strathcona Gardens in
past year. Survey respondents identified as users of aquatic activities, programs or
events at Strathcona Gardens in the past year were asked about their particular uses. A
high level of participation in recreational swimming was found - 86% of survey
respondent households. Also very popular are using the hot tub, steam room or sauna
(71%). The participants in recreation swimming represent 48% of households in the
survey sample, while use of the hot tub, steam room or sauna represented 40% of
households in the sample.
The survey found that 52% of Area D households and 56% of Campbell River
households participated in at least one activity, program or event at the aquatic facility
last year. In general, the pattern of use is quite similar for aquatic user households in
the two areas. The two most popular types of activities in both areas are recreational
swim and use of the hot tub, steam room or sauna.
Household use of fitness or rehabilitation activities or programs at Strathcona
Gardens Recreation Complex in past year. Survey respondents identified as
household users of fitness classes and facilities at Strathcona Gardens in the past year
were asked about their particular fitness uses, and at least three in ten said that
someone in their household uses fitness classes (35%), the weight room (30%) and
rehabilitation classes or private sessions (30%).

Household participation in ice or floor activities, programs or events at
Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex in past year. Survey respondents
identified as household users of ice or floor activities, programs or events at Strathcona
Gardens in the past year were asked about their particular uses. A high level of leisure
skating was found - 69% of arena user households. The leisure skating participants
represent 29% of households in the survey sample. Also very popular are watching
minor hockey games (51% of arena users) and drop-in ice programs (47% of arena
users).
The survey found that 40% of Area D households and 43% of Campbell River
households participated in at least one activity, program or event at the arena facility
last year. The pattern of use is quite similar for the two areas.
Barriers that limit or prevent participation. Nearly half of survey respondents (48%)
indicated no difficulties that limit or prevent participation by themselves or others in their
household in recreation programs and activities. 21% mentioned one barrier, and 31%
said there are two or more barriers limiting or preventing participation.
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Area D residents (35%) were more likely than Campbell River residents (19%) to say
their household had one barrier. The percentages having two or more barriers were
about the same for both areas, Area D - 30% and Campbell River - 31%. The survey
found that 50% of Campbell River households and 35% of Area D household have no
barriers to participation.
As shown in the next chart, the two most frequently mentioned barriers were no time,
too busy with other things and the timing of programs is inconvenient. No time, too busy
is a significant barrier for the youngest age group under 35 years of age – 43% said it is
a barrier. The timing of programs is inconvenient was the second most frequently
mentioned barrier and affects larger percentages of those under 55 years of age.
What I / we want to do costs too much is a barrier for one in ten households surveyed
(10%). It was said to be a barrier for 17% of those with household incomes of less than
$60,000, 16% of those 65 and older, and 11% of those 35 to 44 years. Among those
respondents who said that cost is a barrier to participation, one-third (33%) had annual
household incomes of under $30,000, 60% had household incomes of $45,000 or less,
and 80% had household incomes of $60,000 or less.
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Households With/Without Barriers
48%

25%

23%
13%

11% 10%
6%

4% 4% 4%

2% 2% 2% 2% 1% 1% 1% 1%
0% 0%

Level of satisfaction with programs and activities at Strathcona Gardens. Survey
respondents were asked to indicate their level of satisfaction with programs and
activities offered at Strathcona Gardens. Most of the programs and activities were highly
rated on satisfaction. The survey found that users are most satisfied with:
 preschool or parent and tot programs such as skating or hockey programs or
camps, floor hockey
 youth programs including First Aid and aquatic leadership programs, youth
weight training or fitness
 preschool or parent and tot swimming lessons
 Swim Club and
 leisure skating or drop-in hockey.
The survey found that users are least satisfied with Skating Club and adult fitness
programs such as bootcamp, spin, belly dancing, Zumba or yoga.
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Level of satisfaction with recreation facilities at Strathcona Gardens. Survey
respondents were asked to indicate their level of satisfaction with the facilities of
Strathcona Gardens. The survey found that users are most satisfied with:








ease of access to the leisure pool and the lap pool
ease of access to pool change rooms
water temperature and cleanliness of the leisure pool and the lap pool
ease of access to and cleanliness of the hot tub and sauna
ease of access to Rink 1 and 2
cleanliness of Rink 2 and
adequacy of parking spaces.

The survey found that users are least satisfied with:
 ease of access, adequacy of the space and the equipment of the Weight Room
 ease of access and adequacy of the space of the Fitness Studio and
 the change room facilities of Rink 1.
Priorities for improvements in an expanded or renovated Strathcona Gardens
Recreation Complex. 78% of survey respondents rated at least one of the twenty-two
potential facility improvements as very or somewhat important. However, Campbell
River residents (80%) were more likely than Area D residents (63%) to rate at least one
of the twenty-two potential facility improvements as very or somewhat important.
Marked differences were found between the ratings of Campbell River residents and
Area D residents for particular facility improvements. None of the importance ratings
means of Area D residents exceeded the mid-point of the scale.
Campbell River residents rated the following eight facility improvements as fairly
important, above the mid-point of the scale:









a teen centre/activity room
more space for programs
a new and improved fitness and wellness room
facelift to existing pool
a multi-purpose room for other programs and camps
a children's dry area play zone
addition of a warm hydro-therapy pool and
easier access to facility and spaces within the facility for all mobility levels.

Residents of Campbell River rated each of the potential program improvements asked
about in the survey as important, and both areas rated the following three improvements
as important, above the mid-point of the scale:
 a greater variety of programs for children 6 to 12
 a greater variety of programs for youth 13 to 18 and
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 a greater variety of programs for adults 60 and older.
Effectiveness of communication about recreation, awareness of financial
assistance programs and preferred method of communication. A large majority of
77% said they feel very or adequately informed about recreation facilities, programs,
and special events that are available to residents.
When asked about four financial assistance programs, 72% were aware of the Child
Fitness Tax Credit, and 66% were aware of Canadian Tire Jumpstart. Only 13% were
not aware of any of the financial assistance programs.
The printed Recreation Guide is the preferred method of receiving information about
recreation for 83% of survey respondents, followed by the newspaper (48%) and the
online version of the Recreation Guide (42%).
Recreation activities of interest if offered in an expanded or renovated Strathcona
Gardens Recreation Complex. Of 12 possible activities and types of programs that
could be offered in an expanded or renovated facility that were asked about in the
survey, the two most popular are a Fitness Centre – of interest to 33%, children and
youth sports camps and programs – of interest to 25%, and children’s after school
activities – also of interest to 25%.
Other activities and programs of interest to at least one in five are programs and
activities for very active older adults (of interest to 23%), more water fitness classes (of
interest to 23%) and programs and activities for seniors (of interest to 22%).
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INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND

The Strathcona Regional District is carrying out a Needs Assessment for the Strathcona
Gardens Recreation Complex. The results of the Needs Assessment will provide direction to
the Regional District on the provision of future regional recreation programs, and facilities and
services in the Campbell River area. The goal of the study is to answer two questions:
1) Is the present service delivery meeting the needs and expectations of the community or are
additional programs and services needed now or in the future to serve the residents of
Campbell River and Electoral Area D?
2) Does the existing facility allow for the delivery of appropriate services for the next 5, 10 to
20 years, and if not, how should the facility be improved to deliver these services?
A community survey of a random sample of residents was a component of the Needs
Assessment’s public input process. This report summarizes the findings of the public survey.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The purpose of the survey was to provide up-to-date information on the recreation behaviours,
needs and priorities of residents of the City of Campbell River and Area D. The main
objectives were to:
 measure the level of household use of local recreation facilities in the past year,
 measure the level of household use of aquatic activities, programs, or events at
Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex in the past year,
 measure the level of household use of fitness or rehabilitation activities or programs at
Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex in the past year,
 measure the level of household participation in ice or floor activities, programs or events
at Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex in the past year,
 determine the frequency of household visits to Strathcona Gardens Recreation
Complex in the past year,
 identify barriers that limit or prevent participation in programs and activities,
 obtain suggestions for improvements for overcoming difficulties in entering and exiting
the building and participating in programs and activities,
 identify public perceptions of which age groups may be lacking in programs,
1

 determine the levels of satisfaction with programs and activities at Strathcona Gardens
Recreation Complex,
 determine the levels of satisfaction with the recreation facilities of Strathcona Gardens
Recreation Complex
 identify residents` priorities for improvements to the facilities of Strathcona Gardens
Recreation Complex,
 identify residents` priorities for improvements to the programs offered at Strathcona
Gardens Recreation Complex,
 measure the effectiveness of communication to the public about recreation facilities,
programs and special events,
 measure levels of awareness of financial assistance programs for recreation,
 identify the preferred methods for learning about recreation, community learning
and youth services, and
 identify the recreation activities of interest to residents if offered in an expanded or
renovated Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex.
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RESULTS
Survey respondents read the following introduction to the survey, which describes the purpose
of the survey.
The Strathcona Regional District is carrying out a Needs Assessment for the Strathcona
Gardens Recreation Complex. The results of the Needs Assessment will provide direction to
the Regional District on the provision of future regional recreation programs, and facilities and
services in the Campbell River area. The goal of the study is to answer two questions:
1) Is the present service delivery meeting the needs and expectations of the community or are
additional programs and services needed now or in the future to serve the residents of
Campbell River and Electoral Area D?
2) Does the existing facility allow for the delivery of appropriate services for the next 5, 10 to
20 years, and if not, how should the facility be improved to deliver these services?
Throughout this report, the actual wordings of survey questions appear in boxes, followed by a
summary of the survey results for the question.
HOUSEHOLD USE OF LOCAL RECREATION FACILITIES IN PAST YEAR
1. Did you or anyone else in your household visit or participate in programs or activities at any
of the following indoor recreational facilities in the past year (from January - December 2014)?
Please include parties, movie nights, dances etc. Check all that apply
Survey respondents were asked if they or anyone in their households used any of four local
indoor recreation facilities last year in 2014. As shown in the next chart, the facility used by the
largest percentage of residents was the Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex (SGRC),
which was used by 71% of households surveyed. The survey found that 72% of Campbell
River households and 64% of Area D households had at least one household member that
visited the Complex in the past year.
16% of survey respondents reported no household use in the past year (2014) of any of the
local indoor recreation facilities asked about in the survey, 15% of Campbell River and 19% of
Area D households.
Travel time to Strathcona Gardens was 15 minutes or less for 73% of the survey sample and
was less than 10 minutes for 31%.
 91% of households where one or more persons had visited Strathcona Gardens last
year were located within a 15-minute travel time zone, and 57% lived less than 10
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minutes away. The survey found that only 9% of Complex visitors travel more than 15
minutes to Strathcona Gardens.
Only 7% of aquatic users, 7% of arena users, 5% of those attending special events and
parties, and 6% of fitness and rehab users travelled more than 15 minutes to
Strathcona Gardens.
 95% of households with children in the home reported use of Strathcona Gardens in the
past year, a larger percentage than households with no children (58%).
All households in the survey sample with children had visited at least one of the
community indoor facilities in the past year, while 26% of those without children had not
visited any of the community facilities.

Household Use of Local Indoor
Recreation Facilities in 2014
71%
57%
42%

11%

Strathcona
Gardens

Campbell
River
Sportsplex

Campbell
River
Community
Centre

Campbell
River Curling
Club

16%

None used
last year

The next chart shows what users of Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex are doing at the
Complex. The aquatic facilities have the highest level of use, followed by the ice and/or floor
(ice out) facilities.
The pattern of use was very similar for Campbell River and Area D households, with the
largest percentages of households in both areas using the aquatic facilities (56% Campbell
River and 52% Area D), followed by the ice and/or floor (ice out) facilities (43% and 40%). Use
of the Complex for special events and/or parties is 25% and 21%, and use of fitness and/or
rehabilitation activities or programs is 16% and 10%.
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 82% of households with children have used the aquatic facilities in the past year, 74%
have used the ice or floor (ice out) facilities, and 56% have attended special events or
parties.
 The highest level of use of fitness and/or rehabilitation activities or programs at
Strathcona Gardens was in the older age brackets of 55 to 64 (22%) and 65 and older
(17%).

Use of Particular Facilities
of Strathcona Gardens
Percent of Sample

Percent of SGRC Users

78%
60%

56%
43%

24%

SGRC aquatic
facilities

SGRC arena
facilities

34%

SGRC special
events, parties,
etc.

15%

21%

SGRC fitness or
rehab facilities

HOUSEHOLD USE OF AQUATIC ACTIVITIES, PROGRAMS OR EVENTS AT
STRATHCONA GARDENS IN PAST YEAR
2. Did you or anyone else in your household participate in any aquatic activities, programs, or
events at Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex in the past year (from January - December
2014)? Check all that apply
Survey respondents identified as users of aquatic activities, programs or events at Strathcona
Gardens in the past year were asked about their particular uses. As shown in the next chart, a
high level of recreational swimming was found - 86% of those households that use the aquatic
facilities. Also very popular are using the hot tub, steam room or sauna (71%).
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Taken to the base of the total sample of 262, the participants in recreational swimming
represent 48% of households in the survey sample, while use of the hot tub, steam room or
sauna represented 40% of households in the sample.
 For most of the activities, participation is higher in households with children at home.
Exceptions are aquatic fitness and aquatic rehabilitation activities.
Two in five (60%) of households with no children were non-users of any aquatic facility
programs, activities and events, while only 18% of households with children were nonusers.
 For most of the activities, participation drops off as age bracket increases. Exceptions
are aquatic fitness and aquatic rehabilitation activities.
 Use of aquatic programs, activities and events was higher among higher income
households. Over half (55%) of the household income group of under $60,000 were
non-users, a larger percentage than the $60,000 to $100,000 income group (38%) and
the over $100,000 group (28%).
Moreover, for most of the particular types of aquatic activities and programs,
participation is highest in the highest income group.
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Use of Aquatic Programs and Activities at
Strathcona Gardens
Percent of SGRC Aquatic Users

Percent of Sample

86%
71%
48%

40% 39%
22%

32%
18%

24%
2%

22%
18%
12% 10% 11%
6%

13%
2% 1%

7%

The next table shows the percentages of aquatic facility uses that are participated in by
households in Area D and Campbell River. Note that the base or denominator for these
percentages are the total sub-samples for each area and are not based on the sub-samples of
user groups, defined as households that use the various aquatic programs, activities and
events. Because the population of Campbell River is very much larger than Area D, the
numbers of actual users are more heavily drawn from Campbell River than Area D. For
example, according to the survey similar percentages of Area D households (46%) and
Campbell River households (48%) participated in recreational swim in the past year; however,
89% of recreational swim households are located in Campbell River and 11% are in Area D.
The survey found that 52% of Area D households and 56% of Campbell River households
participated in at least one activity, program or event at the aquatic facilities of Strathcona
Gardens last year. In general, the pattern of use is quite similar for aquatic user households in
the two areas.
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 The two most popular types of activities in both areas are recreational swim and use of
the hot tub, steam room or sauna.
Use of Aquatic Programs, Activities and Events by Area
Base: Respondents whose households are in Area D and Campbell River

Recreational swim
Use hot tub, steam room or sauna
Learn to swim programs
Aquatic fitness
First Aid courses
Aquatic Pro-D Day, Spring Break
camps, aquatic summer camps
Other adult or child aquatic
programs (e.g., diving lessons, Swim
Club)
Aquatic rehabilitation activities
Aquatic leadership courses (e.g.,
Bronze Cross, etc.)
Other aquatic activities, programs or
events

Area D
Aquatic Users

Campbell River
Aquatic Users

46%
31%
22%
11%
0%

48%
41%
22%
19%
3%

5%

13%

5%

11%

4%

7%

0%

1%

6%

7%

HOUSEHOLD USE OF FITNESS OR REHABILITATION ACTIVITIES OR PROGRAMS AT
STRATHCONA GARDENS RECREATION COMPLEX IN PAST YEAR
3. Did you or anyone else in your household participate in any fitness or rehabilitation activities
or programs at Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex in the past year (from January December 2014)? Check all that apply
Survey respondents identified as household users of fitness classes and facilities at
Strathcona Gardens in the past year were asked about their particular fitness uses, and at
least three in ten said that someone in their household uses:
 fitness classes (35%)
 the weight room (30%) and
 rehabilitation classes or private sessions (30%).
The level of use is too low to compare use for area or among demographic groups.
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Use of Fitness at Strathcona Gardens
Percent of SGRC Fitness Users

Percent of Sample

35%
30%

30%
21%

5%

Fitness
classes

5%

Weight room

5%

Rehab
classes or
private
sessions

3%
Other fitness
or rehab
programs or
activities

4%

1%

Personal
training

HOUSEHOLD PARTICIPATION IN ICE OR FLOOR ACTIVITIES, PROGRAMS OR EVENTS
AT STRATHCONA GARDENS RECREATION COMPLEX IN PAST YEAR
4. Did you or anyone else in your household participate in any ice or floor (ice out) activities,
programs or events at Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex arenas in the past year (from
January - December 2014)? Check all that apply
Survey respondents identified as household users of ice or floor activities, programs or events
at Strathcona Gardens in the past year were asked about their particular uses. As shown in
the next chart, a high level of leisure skating was found - 69% of households that use the
arena facilities. Also very popular are watching minor hockey games (51%) and drop-in ice
programs (47%).
The leisure skating participants represent 29% of households in the survey sample, followed in
popularity by watching hockey games (22%) and drop-in ice programs (20%).
 Use of ice and ice out programs, activities and events was higher among households
with children at home. An exception is watching ice hockey games.
Three-quarters (74%) of households with no children were non-users of any ice facility
programs, activities and events, while only 23% of households with children were nonusers.
 For most of the activities, participation is highest in the highest income group.
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 For most of the activities, participation drops off as age increases. An exception is
watching ice hockey games.

Use of Ice and Floor Activities etc. at
Strathcona Gardens Arena
Percent of SGRC Arena Users

Percent of Sample

69%
51%
29%

48%

47%
33%

22%

20%

28%

14%

22%

12%

20%
9% 8%
7%
3%
3% 2% 1%

The next table shows the percentages of ice arena user households in Area D and Campbell
River that participated in the various programs, activities and events. Note that the base or
denominator for these percentages are the total sub-samples for each area and are not based
on the sub-samples of user groups, defined as households that use the various aquatic
programs, activities and events. Because the population of Campbell River is very much larger
than Area D, the numbers of actual users are more heavily drawn from Campbell River than
Area D. For example, according to the survey similar percentages of Area D households (72%)
and Campbell River households (68%) participated in leisure skating in the past year;
however, 89% of households that leisure skate are located in Campbell River and 11% are in
Area D.
The survey found that 40% of Area D households and 43% of Campbell River households
participated in at least one activity, program or event at the arena facility last year. The pattern
of use is quite similar for arena user households in the two areas.
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 The two most popular types of activities in both areas are leisure skating and watching
minor hockey games. Drop-in ice programs are also very popular in both areas.
Use of Ice Arena Programs, Activities and Events by Area
Base: Respondents whose households used the ice arena in the past year

Leisure skating
Minor hockey spectator
Drop-in ice programs
Skating or hockey lessons
Ice Pro-D Day or Spring Break
camps
Minor hockey participant
Figure Skating
Ball hockey or floor hockey
Lacrosse
Other activities, programs or
events

Area D
Arena Users

Campbell River
Arena Users

72%
55%
47%
30%

69%
50%
47%
33%

31%

28%

31%
11%
13%
7%

20%
7%
6%
1%

50%

47%

FREQUENCY OF HOUSEHOLD VISITS TO STRATHCONA GARDENS RECREATION
COMPLEX IN PAST YEAR
5. About how often would you say your household went to Strathcona Gardens Recreation
Complex last year in 2014? Add all visits from all household members, including yourself.
The next chart shows the frequency of household use of Strathcona Gardens Recreation
Complex in 2014. The first bar is the percentages for frequency of use of households in the
Strathcona Gardens user group, and the second bar is the percentage for frequency of use of
all households in the survey sample.
Half of households with at least one household member who visited Strathcona Gardens in
2014, visited the recreation complex more than two and up to twenty-four times last year. A
third (34%) was fairly heavy to heavy users of at least seven to more than twelve times a
month.
The pattern of frequency of use was roughly the same for residents of Area D and Campbell
River.
 Households with children visited Strathcona Gardens more frequently than those
without children.
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 The heaviest users were most likely to be drawn from user households where the
survey respondent was aged 35 to 54 years and from the highest household income
group of over $100,000.

Frequency of Visits to
Strathcona Gardens
Percent of SGRC Users

Percent of Sample

26%

24%
17%

20%

18%
12%

4% 3%
Not more More than
than twice 2x but less
in 2014
than 12
times

12 to 24
times in
2014

14%
8%

3 to 6
times a
month

10%

7 to 12
times a
month

14%

More than
12 times a
month

BARRIERS THAT LIMIT OR PREVENT PARTICIPATION
6a. Certain barriers may limit or prevent participation in recreation programs and activities. Do
any of the following potential difficulties affect the participation of yourself or another member
of your household? Check as many as apply
6b. If you checked more than one difficulty, which difficulty would you say is the most important
barrier for you or someone in your household? Check one answer only
As shown in the next chart, nearly half of survey respondents (48%) indicated no difficulties
that limit or prevent participation by themselves or others in their household in recreation
programs and activities. 21% mentioned one barrier, and 31% said there are two or more
barriers limiting or preventing participation.
 Area D residents (35%) were more likely than Campbell River residents (19%) to say
their household had one barrier. The percentages having two or more barriers were
about the same for both areas, Area D - 30% and Campbell River - 31%. The survey
found that 50% of Campbell River households and 35% of Area D household have no
barriers to participation.
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 The older the survey respondent was, the more likely he or she was to say that there
are one or more barriers to participation.
 Those in the households with annual incomes of less than $60,000 (60%) were more
likely than those in higher income households to have at least one barrier (44%).

Incidence of Barriers to
Household Participation
No barriers
48%

Two or more
barriers
31%

One barrier
21%

As shown in the next chart, the two most frequently mentioned barriers were said to be
barriers by about a quarter of survey respondents, and they are no time, too busy with other
things and the timing of programs is inconvenient.
 No time, too busy is a significant barrier for the youngest age group under 35 years of
age – 43% said it is a barrier.
 The timing of programs is inconvenient was the second most frequently mentioned
barrier and affects larger percentages of those under 55 years of age.
 What I / we want to do costs too much is a barrier for one in ten households surveyed
(10%). It was said to be a barrier for 17% of those with household incomes of less than
$60,000, 16% of those 65 and older, and 11% of those 35 to 44 years.
Among those respondents who said that cost is a barrier to participation, one-third
(33%) had annual household incomes of under $30,000, 60% had household incomes
of $45,000 or less, and 80% had household incomes of $60,000 or less.
 Lack of childcare is an issue for those with children at home.
 Inconvenient location/too far away is more of an issue for those living in Area D than
Campbell River residents.
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 All but one respondent that said health, mobility, mental health or special needs make it
difficult to participate in programs were 45 years of age or older.
 All of the survey respondents that said health, mobility, mental health or special needs
make it difficult to enter or exit the building were in the oldest age group of 65 and older.

Households With/Without Barriers
48%

25%

23%
13%

11% 10%

6%

4% 4% 4%

2% 2% 2% 2% 1% 1% 1% 1%
0% 0%

Those who mentioned more than one difficulty were asked which was most important. The
most important barrier or only barrier affecting the largest percentage of households with
barriers is no time, too busy, affecting a quarter of households (26%).
 Inconvenient timing of programs is the second most prevalent barrier affecting
one in five households that have barriers (22%).
 Costs too much is the most important barrier for 12% of households with barriers.
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Most Important Barrier
Percent with Barriers

Percent of Sample

26%
22%

13% 12% 12%
6% 7%

4%

6%

3%

6%

3%

5%

3%

5%

4%
3% 3%2% 2%
2%
1% 1%1%

IMPROVEMENTS SUGGESTED FOR OVERCOMING THE ACCESS DIFFICULTIES OF
RESIDENTS WITH HEALTH, MOBILITY, MENTAL HEALTH AND SPECIAL NEEDS
6c. If health, mobility, mental health or special needs make it difficult to enter/exit the building
or participate in programs, please provide details about what improvement to the building
would help overcome this difficulty.
Comments on health, mobility, mental health and special needs difficulties with the building
included:
 complaints about the last renovations and its effects on the size and location of the pool
change rooms
 the benches are too far from the lockers
 sharing pool facilities with children
 a dark and unwelcoming building
 disability door opener sometimes doesn’t work
 a lack of private showers and change rooms
 the distance from parking to the change rooms
 need more disability parking spaces and
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 chlorine gas is harmful to people with COPD.
Some respondents said that there was nothing that could be done to improve the building for
those who experience difficulties participating in programs or in entering or exiting the building.
PERCEPTIONS OF AGE GROUPS FOR WHICH PROGRAMS ARE INSUFFICIENT
7a. Are there any age groups for which programs are insufficient or lacking?
7b. IF YES, For which age group or groups are programs insufficient or lacking? Check as
many as apply

As shown in the next chart, over half of survey respondents (56%) were unsure if programs
were lacking for certain age groups.
 Those who felt that programs are lacking for certain age groups were more likely to be
in households with annual incomes under $60,000 (13% said programs are lacking) or
in the age brackets of 35 to 44 (19% said programs are lacking) or 65 and older (14%
said programs are lacking).

Perceptions that Certain Age Groups
Lack Sufficient Programs
Yes
9%

Not sure
56%

No
35%

 For those who feel that programs are lacking for certain age groups, adults 30 to 59 and
60 and older were felt to be the most under-served age groups.
Using the total sample of 262 as the denominator, only 4% of the sample felt that programs
are lacking for either 30 to 59 year olds or people over 60 years.
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The sub-sample of respondents who felt that certain age groups lack programs was too small
to permit comparisons among demographic groups.

Age Groups that Need
More Programs
42%

Adults 30 to 59

41%

Adults 60 and older
13%

Children 6 to 12

10%

Young adults 19 to 29
6%

Young children 5 and under
Youth 13 to 18

0%

LEVEL OF SATISFACTION WITH PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES AT STRATHCONA
GARDENS RECREATION COMPLEX
7c. Thinking now of the recreation programs and activities available at Strathcona Gardens
Recreation Complex, what is your level of satisfaction with the quality of the following?
The next table shows the level of satisfaction and dissatisfaction with programs and activities
at Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex. The data of those who are unfamiliar with the
type of program or activity and did not provide a rating are not used in the results shown in the
table. The mean is the average rating on a five place scale, where 1 was “very dissatisfied”
and 5 was “very satisfied”, therefore, larger means indicate more satisfaction. The highest
levels of satisfaction are highlighted in yellow (a mean of 3.90 or higher).
Most of the programs and activities were highly rated. The survey found that users are most
satisfied with:
 preschool or parent and tot programs such as skating or hockey programs or camps,
floor hockey
 youth programs including First Aid and aquatic leadership programs, youth weight
training or fitness
 preschool or parent and tot swimming lessons
 Swim Club and
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 leisure skating or drop-in hockey.
Lower rated types of programs included adult fitness programs such as bootcamp, spin, belly
dancing, Zumba or yoga and senior’s programs.
The mean ratings of Campbell River residents and Area D residents either did not differ
significantly or the number of raters for Area D was too small to compare.
Mean Satisfaction Ratings and Percentages of
Satisfied and Dissatisfied Ratings for SGRC Programs and Activities
Base: Respondents who provided a rating

Combined
Very and
Somewhat
Satisfied

Combined
Very and
Somewhat
Dissatisfied

45%
42%
26%

85%
73%
71%

8%
3%
16%

3.95

39%

76%

12%

3.57
3.53

26%
20%

49%
51%

18%
16%

3.44

14%

50%

14%

3.26

14%

49%

26%

4.39

52%

87%

0%

4.31

62%

79%

10%

4.29

46%

87%

5%

4.11

43%

77%

8%

4.08

39%

77%

8%

4.20
3.87
3.28

50%
49%
12%

82%
62%
46%

11%
21%
20%

Mean
Rating

Very
Satisfied

4.19
4.03
3.76

Programs for All Ages
Leisure skating or drop-in hockey
Special events or parties
Public swimming, length swim

Adult Programs
Rehabilitation programs such as
aqua arthritis, CDM, Take Heart
Volunteering
Weight room and personal training
Seniors’ programs such as Gray
Power Boot Camp, Golden Age
Swim Lessons
Adult fitness programs such as
bootcamp, spin, belly dancing,
Zumba or yoga

Children’s Programs
Preschool or Parent and Tot
programs such as skating or hockey
programs or camps, floor hockey
Youth programs including First Aid
and aquatic leadership programs,
youth weight training or fitness
Preschool or Parent and Tot
swimming lessons
Children’s swim lessons or aquatic
camps and programs
Children’s programs or camps such
as hockey, lacrosse or ball hockey

Organized Sports/Clubs
Swim Club
Minor hockey
Skating club
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Any comments?
Some of the comments following the question on satisfaction with programs and activities at
Strathcona Gardens had to do with the facility. Examples of these are:
 There are not enough sheets of ice/need another rink.
 Leaky sinks and toilets.
 Need a new facility with proper seating for spectators and more seating, adequate
space in dressing / change rooms, modern infrastructure for heating and cooling.
 The warm water pool is small and the water is cool at times.
 The gym is too small and crowded in the evenings.
 The pool needs more space, deeper and warmer water.
 The dressing rooms in rink 1 need to be updated, and the showers in rink 2 haven't
worked properly since the rink was built.
 The current weight room was never intended to be a weight room and the
equipment/machines are not proper for rehabilitation of injury.
 My children never know what part is going to be unavailable when they go to the pool,
i.e., the slide can be closed or diving boards or even deep end swimming.
Comments pertaining to programs and activities included positive comments about staff and
about particular programs. Take Heart, adult learn to swim, the deep water class, rehab
classes and senior’s pickle ball were singled out for praise.
There were several comments on the lack of affordability of participation and the cost of
building and operating recreation facilities to the taxpayer.
A frequently found theme in the comments was timing difficulties. Specifically mentioned for
timing difficulties were:







Length swimming
Grey Power
Skating Club
Need more morning deep water aerobic times swim classes.
Need earlier public swim on weekends.
Conditions are very crowded during certain times a day in certain facilities and classes
(Aquafit, for example).
 Need better times for working adults.

A resident in Area D said, “We don't seem to receive any type of program brochure that would
let us know what programs or activities are upcoming for any season at Strathcona Gardens.
Other specific suggestions included:
 Offer over 55 skating time.
 Keep the pool open all year.
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 Offer Take Heart on a continuing basis to those who qualify and it should be funded
fully by the health system.
 Offer activities for boys besides hockey.
 Have swimming after children’s swimming class so child can practice new skills with
parent.
 Swim lessons for the younger kids should have smaller groups so that the instructor can
work more 1 on 1 with kids.
 Have lifeguards encourage slower people to leave the "fast" lane and go into the
"medium" or "leisure" lane.
 During the day have 4 lanes for swimming.
 Keep the hot tub open after 2pm.
 Give longer notice of schedule; schedule often not available until 1-2 weeks before
lessons start (swimming, hockey etc.) between seasons.
 Need greater separation between children and seniors in the pool and between hockey
player and leisure skaters on the pond.
 More pool time for Swim Club.
 The SRD and the City of Campbell River to come together and offer a recreation multi
pass.
 Offer more activities at the downtown Community Centre (Oyster Bay).
LEVEL OF SATISFACTION WITH RECREATION FACILITIES AT STRATHCONA
GARDENS RECREATION COMPLEX
8. What is your level of satisfaction with each of the following facilities at Strathcona Gardens
Recreation Complex?
The next table shows the level of satisfaction and dissatisfaction with facilities at Strathcona
Gardens Recreation Complex. The data of those who are unfamiliar with the facility and did
not provide a rating are not used in the results shown in the table. The mean is the average
rating on a five place scale, where 1 was “very dissatisfied” and 5 was “very satisfied”,
therefore, larger means indicate more satisfaction. The highest levels of satisfaction are
highlighted in yellow (a mean of 3.90 or higher) and the lowest in green (a mean of 3.25 or
lower).
The survey found that users are most satisfied with:








ease of access to the leisure pool and the lap pool
ease of access to pool change rooms
water temperature and cleanliness of the leisure pool and the lap pool
ease of access to and cleanliness of the hot tub and sauna
ease of access to Rink 1 and 2
cleanliness of Rink 2 and
adequacy of parking spaces.

The survey found that users are least satisfied with:
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 ease of access, adequacy of the space and the equipment of the Weight Room
 ease of access and adequacy of the space of the Fitness Studio and
 the change room facilities of Rink 1.
A general trend of giving better satisfaction ratings found for Campbell River residents in
comparison with Area D residents.
Mean Satisfaction Ratings and Percentages of
Satisfied and Dissatisfied Ratings for SGRC Facilities
Base: Respondents who provided a rating

Combined
Very and
Somewhat
Satisfied

Combined
Very and
Somewhat
Dissatisfied

35%
29%
30%
20%

74%
74%
67%
54%

12%
12%
16%
31%

3.95
3.91
3.60
3.45

35%
34%
24%
25%

71%
73%
61%
58%

9%
11%
20%
25%

4.47
4.34
4.26
4.23
3.92
3.97
3.78

61%
52%
53%
49%
41%
39%
28%

90%
86%
84%
83%
70%
72%
71%

4%
5%
8%
8%
15%
12%
17%

4.32
4.09

54%
44%

85%
77%

6%
9%

3.53
3.50
3.21
3.17

13%
12%
19%
14%

54%
44%
43%
41%

14%
7%
36%
29%

3.67
3.25
3.14
2.74

24%
16%
18%
7%

50%
39%
40%
33%

6%
26%
30%
46%

Mean
Rating

Very
Satisfied

3.91
3.85
3.77
3.25

Rink 1
Rink 1: easy to access
Rink 1: cleanliness of the facility
Rink 1: spectator area
Rink 1: change room facilities

Rink 2
Rink 2 easy to access
Rink 2: cleanliness of the facility
Rink 2 change room facilities
Rink 2 spectator area

Pools
Leisure pool: easy to access
Lap pool: easy to access
Pool change rooms: easy to access
Leisure pool: water temperature
Lap pool: water temperature
Pools: cleanliness
Pool change rooms: cleanliness

Hot tub, Sauna
Hot tub, sauna: easy to access
Hot tub, sauna: cleanliness

Fitness Studio
Fitness Studio: equipment
Fitness Studio: cleanliness
Fitness Studio: adequacy of space
Fitness Studio: easy to access

Weight Room
Weight Room: cleanliness
Weight Room: equipment
Weight Room: easy to access
Weight Room: adequacy of space
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Mean

Very

3.82

26%

67%

8%

3.68

24%

61%

12%

3.42

20%

47%

17%

3.38

13%

48%

18%

3.95

32%

76%

11%

3.61

18%

54%

11%

Meeting Room
Meeting room (Dogwood/
Mezzanine): adequacy of space
Meeting room (Dogwood/
Mezzanine): easy to access

Concessions
Concessions: quality and selection of
food
Concessions: hours of operation

Parking
Adequate parking spaces

Program Space
Program space is appropriate for
program(s) held there

Any comments?
A couple of survey respondents mentioned facilities that could be used as a model for
improvements. These were the “Comox pool next to the college should be the model” and “the
rink in Lake Cowichan is how renovating an old arena is done...they nailed it!”
Comments included a general need for the following:
 Cleaner facilities (pool, sauna, change rooms, hot tub, grout on tiles).
 Larger and better change rooms.
 Better maintenance (showerheads, water pressure and shower water temperature,
chipped tiles on pool walls, change room door opener) .
 Better heating system, ventilation.
 Replace or generally improve the facility.
Comments included the following pool improvements:
 Use less chlorine.
 Warmer water temperature in pool.
 The little bins with the shoe covers should be located outside the public entrance to the
change room instead of between the change room and the exit doors to the pool area;
more people would be apt to put shoe covers on if they are accessible before they even
enter the change rooms.
 A bathroom close to the pool area.
 More checks on swimming room change rooms need to be done throughout the day.
Comments included the following ice arena improvements:
 I use the mezzanine throughout winter, and usually dirty, junk everywhere. Bar area
always cluttered and dirty. Poor visibility to rink 1.
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 Need better seating/spectator area, benches and lighting in the ice arena.
Comments included the following fitness and weight room facility improvements:
 Weight Room can be difficult for those having issues with stairs. Having to either take
shoes off or wear booties just to get from the change room to the weight room and back
to the change room shows that the weight room needs have its own larger and better
equipped space. Floor space enabling one to stretch, use fitness balls, free weights,
etc.
 Weight room is better than in the past (1980's and 90"s). Equipment is "OK", but not as
flexible and multi-use as older equipment used to be. Some equipment does not adjust
to my height
 It would be much nicer if you did not have to enter the pool area to get to the fitness
studio.
 Not the proper space for equipment for programs offered.
 NOT interested in taking off my shoes to walk over the pool deck just to put them on
again in the fitness room, and walking through the pool area.
Comments included the following other improvements:
 It is hard at times to find a wheel chair parking space nearer the main entrance. Could
more be made available?
 More parking on pool side.
 Concession has never been open when we were there and at a glance appears to only
sell chips/ pop/ hotdogs - also known as junk food I don't buy.
 Concession area is very congested during Storm games
 The Pinecrest Room is noisy for meetings when pucks are being hit on the boards.
 Improve the driveway entrance turning in Strathcona Gardens from Dogwood Street. My
request was to extend the bus stop pullover area on Dogwood Street to go right to
Strathcona Gardens entrance road. I was hoping for a sweeping access road entrance
way, not an aggressive 90 degree corner to turn into from Dogwood St.
PRIORITIES FOR POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS TO THE FACILITIES OF STRATHCONA
GARDENS RECREATION COMPLEX
9a. Recognizing that any major facility improvements may require a referendum to approve the
capital cost of renovation or expansion, please indicate the level of importance of each of the
following potential improvements to Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex. You also have
the option of selecting “The Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex facilities and programs
are sufficient or fine as they are”.
The next chart indicates that a large percentage of the community recognizes that Strathcona
Gardens is in need of improvements. 78% rated at least one of the twenty-two potential facility
improvements as very or somewhat important.
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 However, Campbell River residents (80%) were more likely than Area D residents
(63%) to rate at least one of the twenty-two potential facility improvements as very or
somewhat important.
 9% of Area D residents that were surveyed felt that the programs and facilities of
Strathcona Gardens are sufficient or fine as they are, and another 28% rated none of
the potential facility improvements asked about in the survey as very or somewhat
important for a total of 37% that apparently do not support facility improvements.
 Households with children (84%) were more likely than those without children (73%) to
rate at least one potential facility improvement as very or somewhat important.

Importance of Improving
Strathcona Gardens
Facilities are fine they way are
Rated at least 1 improvement as important
No improvement rated as important
80%

78%

63%

28%
17%
5%
Total Sample

16%
5%
Campbell River

9%

Area D

The next table shows the level of support for particular facility improvements at Strathcona
Gardens Recreation Complex. The mean is the average rating on a five place scale, where 1
was “not important at all” and 5 was “very important. The highest levels of importance are
highlighted in yellow (above the mid-point of the scale, 3.0).
Marked differences were found between the ratings of Campbell River residents and Area D
residents. None of the importance ratings means of Area D residents exceeded the mid-point
of the scale.
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Campbell River residents rated the following eight improvements as fairly important, above the
mid-point of the scale:









a teen centre/activity room
more space for programs
a new and improved fitness and wellness room
facelift to existing pool
a multi-purpose room for other programs and camps
a children's dry area play zone
addition of a warm hydro-therapy pool and
easier access to facility and spaces within the facility for all mobility levels.
Facility Improvements: Mean Importance Ratings
Base: Respondents who provided a rating

A teen centre/activity room
More space for programs
A new and improved fitness and
wellness room
Facelift to existing pool
A multi-purpose room for other
programs and camps
A children's dry area play zone
Addition of a warm hydro-therapy
pool
Easier access to facility and
spaces within the facility for all
mobility levels
A new weight room
Facelift to existing arena
A seniors’ activity/game room
A “gathering” space/lounge
Indoor running track
A gymnasium
Leasable/rentable club offices with
storage areas

Overall
Mean Rating

Area D
Mean

Campbell
River Mean

3.32
3.24

2.97
2.87

3.36
3.27

3.19

2.48

3.26

3.13

2.68

3.18

3.13

2.95

3.15

3.10

2.81

3.14

3.06

2.76

3.09

3.06

2.64

3.11

2.99
2.94
2.86
2.85
2.83
2.70

2.16
2.81
2.64
2.37
2.36
2.59

3.09
2.96
2.88
2.90
2.88
2.72

2.52

1.86

2.59

Closer inspection of the results shows that particular demographic groups are interested in
particular facility improvements.
For example, easier access to facility and spaces within the facility for all mobility levels
was most important to Campbell River residents (3.11), older residents. The mean was
3.47 for 55 to 64 year olds and 3.83 for those 65 and older.
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A "gathering" space / lounge was most important to 35 to 44 year olds (3.04) and
those 65 and older (3.25).
A new and improved fitness and wellness room was most important to Campbell River
residents (3.26), 19 to 34 year olds (3.67), 55 to 64 year olds (3.42), those 65 and older
(3.23), and those with no children in the home (3.39).
A gymnasium was most important to respondents in higher income households of more
than $100,000 (3.11).
A new weight room was most important to Campbell River residents (3.09),
respondents in lower income households of under $60,000 (3.17) and higher income
households of more than $100,000 (3.33), younger adults under 35 years of age (3.38),
adults 55 to 64 (3.45) and those with no children (3.29).
An indoor running track was most important to respondents in lower income
households of under $60,000 (3.10) and higher income households of more than
$100,000 (3.08), and adults 65 and older (3.20).
A seniors' activity / game room was most important to respondents in lower income
households of under $60,000 (3.08) and older respondents 55 to 64 (3.21) and 65 and
older (3.48) and those with no children at home (3.16).
More program space was most important to Campbell River residents (3.27) and
respondents under 65 years of age.
A multi-purpose room for other programs and camps was most important to Campbell
River residents (3.15), higher income households of over $100,000 per year (3.42) and
residents 35 years and older.
A teen centre / activity room was most important to Campbell River residents (3.36) but
was supported regardless of age, income or whether or not there were children in the
home.
A children's dry area play zone was most important to Campbell River residents (3.14),
households with incomes of $60,000 or more, respondents 35 and older and regardless
of whether or not there were children in the home.
A facelift to existing arena was more important to respondents in higher income
households of more than $100,000 (3.53), those 35 to 44 years of age (3.41) or older
than 55 years and those with no children at home (3.04).
A facelift to existing pool was more important to was most important to Campbell River
residents (3.18), all income groups, respondents under 45 years of age or older than 55
years and those with no children at home (3.40).
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Addition of a warm hydro-therapy pool was most important to Campbell River
residents (3.09), respondents in lower income households of under $60,000 (3.29) and
higher income households of more than $100,000 (3.10), and older respondents 55 to
64 (3.43) and 65 and older (3.63) and those with no children at home (3.50).
None of the mean ratings of any of the demographic groups exceeded the mid-point of
the scale for leasable / rentable club offices with storage areas.
PRIORITIES FOR POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS TO THE PROGRAMS OFFERED AT
STRATHCONA GARDENS RECREATION COMPLEX
The next table shows the level of support for program improvements at Strathcona Gardens
Recreation Complex. The mean is the average rating on a five place scale, where 1 was “not
important at all” and 5 was “very important. The highest levels of importance are highlighted in
yellow (above the mid-point of the scale, 3.0).
Again, marked differences were found between the ratings of Campbell River residents and
Area D residents. Residents of Campbell River rated each of the potential program
improvements asked about in the survey as important, and both areas rated the following three
improvements as important, above the mid-point of the scale:
 a greater variety of programs for children 6 to 12
 a greater variety of programs for youth 13 to 18 and
 a greater variety of programs for adults 60 and older.
Closer inspection of the results shows that particular demographic groups are interested in
particular facility improvements.
A greater variety of programs in general was most important to Campbell River
residents (3.55), all income groups, younger adults under 35 years of age (3.91) and
adults 55 to 64 (3.64) and those with no children (3.85).
A greater variety of programs for children 5 and under was most important to Campbell
River residents (3.41), all income groups, all age groups except 45 to 54 year olds, and
to both those with and without children in the home.
A greater variety of programs for children 6 to 12 was most important to both Campbell
River residents (3.49) and Area D residents (3.14), all income and age groups and to
both those with and without children in the home.
A greater variety of programs for youth 13 to 18 was most important to Campbell River
residents (3.37), all income and age groups and those with no children (3.74).
A greater variety of programs for young adults 19 to 29 most important to Campbell
River residents (3.22), those with annual household incomes under $60,000 and over
$100,000, respondents 35 and older, and those with no children (3.57).
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A greater variety of programs for adults 30 to 59 was most important to Campbell River
residents (3.42), all income groups, all age groups and respondents with no children
(3.62).
A greater variety of programs for adults 60 and older was most important to Campbell
River residents (3.15), respondents 55 to 64 (3.79) and 65 and older (3.97), those with
no children (3.67), and those with household incomes below $60,000 per year (3.52).
Program Improvements: Mean Importance Ratings
Base: Respondents who provided a rating

A greater variety of programs in general
A greater variety of programs for children
6 to 12
A greater variety of programs for adults
30 to 59
A greater variety of programs for youth
13 to 18
A greater variety of programs for children
5 and under
A greater variety of programs for young
adults 19 to 29
A greater variety of programs for adults 60
and older

Overall
Mean Rating

Area D
Mean

Campbell
River Mean

3.50

2.99

3.55

3.45

3.14

3.49

3.37

2.92

3.42

3.33

3.03

3.37

3.32

2.60

3.41

3.17

2.69

3.22

3.13

3.01

3.15

9b. Do you have specific suggestions for any of the potential facility improvements that you
feel are important?
Suggestions for overall facility improvements included the following:
 Any facility improvements would be great. The more options for kids and families the
better.
 I don't feel that there is any major problem, but I think some areas just need improving.
 Many of these are important but space is limited at the present facility and would require
a new facility.
 If we can't replace this facility, then I would have to say that fixed seating for spectators
in the pool and both arenas should be a top priority. The dressing and change rooms in
the building and small and outdated, they also require drastic improvements.
 Not to have my taxes go up for this "new" facelift. AND if they do go up the programs
should really really be cheaper, like a dollar a visit!
 Modernize, modernize, modernize. Get out ahead of the pack and make our facility a
leader in BC.
 "Intro to the facility" or Info guide for facility with layout.
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 Better organization of access to the areas of the complex - it can be confusing, for
instance, to get from the skate rental area to Rink 1
 LED Lighting for the whole building.
 More energy efficient.
 Some smaller non-wheelchair shower and toilet rooms would help the availability
concerns.
 More money spent on maintenance such as exterior painting of buildings and interior up
keep of facility. This would save money in long term.
Suggestions for ice rink improvements included the following:
 It's time to build a new arena. You will never be able to do the improvements needed in
a manner which will address these concerns without a MAJOR Reno.
 EXTRA ICE EXTRA ICE EXTRA ICE thank you!!
 We need another sheet of ice.
 More rink space - not enough for a growing town of this size.
 Rink 2 spectator seating is poor and should be improved.
 Seating for rink 2 as there is none.
 Add seating and dressing rooms to rink 1 / add seating to rink 2.
 Yes proper seating for spectators rink 1. Bench seats are terrible.
 Rink 2 is very cold. The heaters don't work. Poor space for spectators.
 Facelift to rink 1.
 Upgrade Rink 1 change rooms.
 Another sheet of ice new dressing rooms for rink 1 and updated shower facilities for
both arenas.
 Larger change rooms, another hockey/ice rink.
 Men's changing room is not a potential improvement it's a necessary one!
 The change rooms need to be cleaned more often, showers in rink 1 and 2 need fixing
and repair.
Suggestions for pool improvements included the following:
 It would be nice to have a 50 meter pool for lengths and the swim club but that would be
very costly.
 The pool floor, walls and sound system could be upgraded. Pool temperature could be
more consistent.
 Showerheads and water pressure.
 Better change room lockers, heat the floor in change rooms use hot water heat.
 Better security entrance for pool to cut down on theft, viewing area from a mezzanine,
secure place for strollers on the outside family change room.
 A nicer pool/aquatic centre. Wave pool and hydro-therapy.
 More water space for exercises without a lot of other lessons in the same area.
 Get rid of the chlorine in the pool; purify in a more modern way.
 Duck boards in the change rooms might help...or more air flow.
 Hire trained people trainers for people with arthritic problems and warmer temperature
of the leisure pool.
 A new scoreboard for the pool. Build a 50m 8 lane pool.
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 investment in short lap pools with controllable water flow might solve pool congestion
problems and take up less space than expansion of the main pool.
 The swimming pool is quite boring compared to pools in other communities which we
have used.
 More pool space - not enough for a growing town of this size.
 More lanes for slower to medium swimmers.
 More private showers and change rooms, and different flooring. Like that cushioned
coating they put on tennis courts or something.
 Increase pool temperature in lap pool. Clean out the hot tub.
Suggestions for other facility improvements included the following:
 The potential to have more parties if there was more rooms available would be
fantastic.
 Having a room for the triathlon club would be fantastic. It would require a large enough
space for people to store bikes and bike trainers (possibly in a locked cage). An indoor
running track would also be fantastic to reach a broader population of Campbell
Riverites.
 Need to increase the area for the weight room.
 Bigger weight room with much more equipment would be great.
 Add curling rink to Gardens.
 Adding more sports like a running track and a "net" games gym.
 Washrooms/change facilities directly accessible from outside; also fitness challenge
loop on adjacent park areas - expand facility focus to include outside activities, not just
hockey/skating.
 The offering of recreation services by two levels of local government, each with their
own budgets, priorities, infrastructure, staff, registration requirements, fee structures,
etc. while being funded by the same users and neither not being able to meet the
demand in a seamless fashion is lunacy.
9b. Do you have specific suggestions for any of the potential program improvements that you
feel are important?
Suggestions for aquatic program improvements included the following:
 The enrollment in the swimming lessons should be lower.
 I know the pool has an agreement with VIHA for rehab services which is fantastic. It
overcrowds the normal activity of the pool.
 More lap swimming lanes.
 It would be nice to have more times when the large pool items like the walkway and
floating toys are in use.
 Timing of swim lessons for parents who work full time until 4:30 or 5pm.
 More deepwater classes for adults and seniors. Open the pool classes during xmas
holidays.
 Master's swim classes or triathlon swim sessions.
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Suggestions for arena program improvements included the following:
 More available ice time for our young people learning to skate and play prone and
novice hockey.
 Daytime "skate lessons for adults. Other Pro D Day options besides hockey or swimbased programs - doing the same thing over & over & over - especially more for young
girls who don't play hockey and already swim, swim, swim!
 Roller derby and other sports seen as important – not just hockey.
Suggestions for fitness and rehab program improvements included the following:






What I find missing are afternoon classes for adults. Aqua fit, boot camps.
More late afternoon/early evenings fitness programs (like aquafit).
Better hours for adult programs like yoga, aquacize etc.
More space.
More daytime fitness offerings; e.g., Nia, zumba, yoga - some geared to over 55 year
olds.
 I would like to see more space for fitness programs.
 Continue rehab classes.
 I wish the more advance class after Take Heart wasn't so expensive.

Suggestions for particular age groups included the following:
 Would like more programs geared towards 7-12 year olds. To include science or nature
would be great as well.
 More senior-oriented programs.
 Inconvenient program times for adults - I would use the facility, but is kid-oriented.
 I feel that there should be more input into timetables for seniors. Why cannot the
average senior women be able to go to a Yoga, exercise or swimming at any one of the
facilities at say 10:00 a.m. and not 8:00 a.m. or 5:30 - 6:30 in the supper hour when one
lives 23 miles out of town.
 I would like to see more programs starting at 5:30 for those who work until 5.
 I would like to see more kid programs outside of parent work hours. It is very hard to get
the kids to activities at 3:30pm to 5:30pm. It would also be nice to have more programs
for adults 35 to 50.
 Better hours for senior programs. Lots of seniors still work either part time or full time
and cannot participate in programs run during week days.
 More programs for the 20-40 age group.
 More time slots, smaller classes, reasonable prices, more opportunities for different age
groups.
Other suggestions included:
 Integrate programs with City programs.
 Not everything needs a program...structure maybe.
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 Invest in an experienced /educated program leader to be available during camps.
 Could the facility offer a host for birthday parties in the party rooms. A helper if
needed?
 If there was a track, there could be tri-track sessions and would be fantastic for high
school-aged kids in track and field as well as more serious athletes.
EFFECTIVENESS OF COMMUNICATION ABOUT RECREATION FACILITIES, PROGRAMS
AND SPECIAL EVENTS
10. In general, how informed do you feel about recreation facilities, programs and special
events that are available to residents at the Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex?
As shown in the next chart, a majority of survey respondents, 77% said they feel very or
adequately informed about recreation facilities, programs, and special events that are available
to residents at the Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex. 78% of Campbell River residents
and 68% of Area D residents feel very or adequately informed.
 The group most likely to say they feel very informed are 35 to 44 year olds (31%).
Large percentages of 45 to 54 year olds (71%) and 55 to 64 year olds (68%) said they
feel adequately informed.
 The groups most likely to say they feel not at all informed are residents of Area D
(14%), those 65 and older (8%), and those with no children (6%).

Level of Feeling Informed
16%

Very well informed

61%

Adequately informed
18%

Not very well informed
Not informed at all
Don`t know

4%
1%
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AWARENESS OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

11. Before today, had you heard of:
As shown in the next chart, majorities of survey respondents were aware of two programs 72% were aware of the Child Fitness Tax Credit and 66% were aware of Canadian Tire
Jumpstart. 13% were not aware of any of the financial assistance programs.
 Awareness levels tended to be higher among Campbell River residents than Area D
residents.
 The awareness results for survey respondents with children at home were higher than
the awareness levels of those with no children at home for: the Child Fitness Tax Credit
(89% and 61%) and Canadian Tire Jumpstart (72% and 61%). Only 1% of those with
children at home were not aware of any financial assistance programs.
 A general trend of higher levels of awareness among those 35 to 64 years was found.
 Lower levels of awareness were found for households in the lowest annual household
income bracket of under $30,000 with one exception. The exception was awareness of
L.I.F.E. - 33% were aware of this program.

Awareness of Financial Assistance
for Recreation
72%

66%
41%
23%

Children's Canadian
Fitness
Tire
Tax Credit Jumpstart

Kidsport

L.I.F.E.

17%

13%

Quality Not aware
Foods Rec
of any
Bucks
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PREFERRED METHODS FOR LEARNING ABOUT RECREATION, COMMUNITY
LEARNING AND YOUTH SERVICES
12. How do you prefer to learn about recreation, community learning and youth services
available to residents? Choose up to three methods
The printed Recreation Guide is the preferred method of receiving information about recreation
for 83% of survey respondents, followed by the newspaper (48%) and online version of the
Recreation Guide (42%).
 Area D residents rely more on the newspaper (62%) than Campbell River residents
(46%).
 Three of the communication methods showed significant differences in preferences
between survey respondents with children at home and those without children. Those
with children at home were more likely than those without children to prefer the online
Recreation Guide (49% and 37%), social media (24% and 15%) and online school
newsletters (17% and 1%).
Those without children were more likely than those with children to prefer mail-outs,
flyers, posters (28% and 14%).
 The top three preferred methods for 19 to 34 year olds are the printed version of the
Recreation Guide (preferred by 68%), social media (52%), and the online Recreation
Guide (49%).
The top three preferred methods for 35 to 44 year olds are the printed Recreation Guide
(preferred by 83%), online Recreation Guide was preferred by (49%), and the Dogwood
Street sign (37%).
The top three preferred methods for 45 to 54 year olds are the printed Recreation Guide
(preferred by preferred by 84%), newspaper (56%), and the online Recreation Guide
(55%).
The top three preferred methods for 55 to 64 year olds are the printed Recreation Guide
(preferred by 83%), the newspaper (49%), and the online Recreation Guide (41%).
The top three preferred methods for 65 and older group are the printed Recreation
Guide (preferred by 91%), the newspaper (66%), and mail-outs, flyers, posters (34%).
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 The top three preferred communication methods for each of the three household
income groups are online Recreation Guide, printed Recreation Guide, and the
newspaper.

Preferred Methods of Communication
83%

48%

42%
28%

23%

18%

9%

7%

3%

Email was mentioned several times as another preferred communication method. One
respondent commented, “Why not have a weekly or monthly bulletin emailed??? It doesn't cost
a dime to print or pay for delivery. Have discounts included or a free something!!! Or
Facebook.”
RECREATION ACTIVITIES OF INTEREST IF OFFERED IN AN EXPANDED OR
RENOVATED STRATHCONA GARDENS RECREATION COMPLEX
13. What recreation activities, if any, would you and other members of your household
participate in if offered at an expanded or renovated Strathcona Gardens Recreation
Complex? To answer this question think of the different interests you and others in your
household have and the types of indoor activities you enjoy.
As shown in the next chart, of 12 possible activities and types of programs that could be
offered in an expanded or renovated facility and were asked about in the survey, the three
most popular are:
 a Fitness Centre (of interest to 33%)
 children and youth sports camps and programs (of interest to 25%) and
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 children’s after school activities (also of interest to 25%).
Other activities and programs of interest to at least one in five are:
 programs and activities for very active older adults (23%)
 more water fitness classes (23%) and
 programs and activities for seniors (22%).
The percentages expressing interest in the various types of programs and activities were
similar for Area D residents and Campbell River residents.
Residents with longer travel times of 16 to 30 minutes indicated about the same level of
interest in a few of the potential programs and activities as those with shorter commute times.
These were: a Fitness Centre, children's after school activities, more programs and activities
for very active older adults, more programs and activities for seniors, and more dry land
wellness or rehab programs.
 The types of programs and activities of interest to about a third or more of survey
respondents with children at home were: more children and youth sports camps and
programs (of interest to 51%), children’s after school activities (44%), more youth
programs (37%), and a Fitness Centre (36%).
The types of programs and activities of interest to about a third or more of survey
respondents without children at home were: more programs and activities for seniors
(35%), more programs and activities for very active older adults (33%), and a Fitness
Centre (32%).
 The types of programs and activities of interest to about a third or more of survey
respondents 19 to 34 years of age were: a Fitness Centre (of interest to 58%) and
parent and tot activities/pre-school programs (42%).
The types of programs and activities of interest to about a third or more of survey
respondents 35 to 44 years of age were: a Fitness Centre (of interest to 56%),
children’s after school activities (50%), more children and youth sports camps and
programs (47%), more youth programs (34%), and more water fitness programs (34%).
The types of programs and activities of interest to about a third or more of survey
respondents 45 to 54 years were: more children and youth sports camps and programs
(of interest to 42%), children’s after school activities (38%), and more youth programs
(38%).
The types of programs and activities of interest to about a third or more of survey
respondents 55 to 64 years were: more programs and activities for very active older
adults (of interest to 47%), more programs and activities for seniors (44%), more water
fitness classes (33%), and more water-based wellness or rehab programs (31%).
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The type of programs and activities of interest to about a third or more of survey
respondents 65 and older was: more programs and activities for seniors (of interest to
47%).
 The type of programs and activities of interest to those with annual household incomes
under $60,000 was: more programs and activities for seniors (of interest to 36%).
The type of programs and activities of interest to those with annual household incomes
between $60,000 and $100,000 were: children’s after school activities (of interest to
38%) and more children and youth sports camps and programs (36%).
The type of programs and activities of interest to those with annual household incomes
over $100,000 were: a Fitness Centre (of interest to 55%) more children and youth
sports camps and programs (52%), more children’s after school activities (44%), more
youth programs (43%), and more water based fitness classes (33%).

Activities of Interest in an Expanded or
Renovated Strathcona Gardens
33%
25% 25%

23% 23% 22%
18% 17%
14% 14% 14%
7%

8%
5%
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Any comments?
The majority of comments were suggestions and ideas for what residents would like to see in
an expanded or renovated complex. A few said they have concerns about the cost, operating
expenses, a possible increase in taxes, or cautioned that any improvements to facilities should
be inexpensive. Below are examples of comments of this nature.
 Not interested in these activities and not interested in paying more for them to be
available to others.
 I think Campbell River has so much to offer and there are many programs already
available. I don't believe we need more.
 None. Please close all.
 I would only use the pool if there was no chlorine in it. I should use no other programs
because it is too far for me to travel. I would rather that all my property tax money that
goes to Strathcona Gardens went to the hospital.
Following are activities that respondents said they would like to do in an expanded or
renovated complex.




















Yoga offered on more weekdays mornings and evenings.
Laser tag on ice.
More hockey ice for minor hockey programs.
MORE ICE TIME
Free yoga
Squash Club
Teen activities/opportunities/classes and more ice time for adult hockey.
I love dance-based fitness, especially NIA.
I think the elderly, youth, and the very young are served well at Strathcona Gardens
(specifically the pool). I think the portion of the population that is under-served is 20-40
years of age.
Teens between 14 to 18 have very little to do and very little offered to them.
Curling
Fitness water classes that are not so late in evening.
A place to go walking indoors during inclement weather.
Dry arena floor programs or open drop-in for skateboarders, hockey, lacrosse - example
rain days in summer.
Health / food / fitness programs for kids ... adults too.
I didn't realize that yoga and zumba were offered at SG. That would be interesting to
me.
Indoor play place for children.
A specific day and time for people with high anxiety, with no yelling teens children, or
fast paced music. A relaxing atmosphere even one day a week for an hour of quiet
relaxation...with yoga type music.
I have a busy schedule and have trouble working in the classes at the times offered. I
live out of town and I like to be able to take in what I can when I am in town for work. I
was surprised to find the hot tub closed for a portion of the day.
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 Transportation from ALL elementary schools would allow me to access more programs
after school. As a working parent I would gladly pay a premium for a combo childcare/
swim lesson that had a pickup at Oyster River.
 Game nights would be good.
 I would enjoy an aqua fit program for 60+.
 More Aquafit times scheduled so not so crowded.
 I would like to see more activities for seniors in the winter months that would be in the
evenings.
19. Do you have any final comments or suggestions you would like to share?
The final comments covered a range of topics, and most of the topics have been covered in
detail in this report. The comments included praise for Strathcona Gardens staff, gratitude for
the opportunity to provide input, criticisms of the survey, complaints about the way recreation
is funded, and differing opinions about what, if anything, should be done to improve the facility.
Below are a few examples of each type comment.
We love Strathcona Gardens and its staff.
I am excited to think that this survey might lead to a much needed upgrade and improvement
to a community fitness and event facility.
Promote walking trails and playing fields if needed. Please do not increase taxes. Thanks!
The social physical health and mental wellness of a community is linked in many ways to the
recreation facilities and programs that are offered, so ongoing consideration of the changing
needs of the community should be evaluated, hence surveys. Good on ya.
The complex is very well run and organized. Just getting old, a face lift would be nice even if
the town couldn't afford to expand and add rooms and make things bigger. Just update the
rinks we already have.... A wave pool would be great too kids would love it.
I rec'd the mail out suggesting this survey on Feb 3rd, deadline for "early bird prize" is Feb 4th.
I am always in favour of collective data, and this is one way of doing it. More importantly, is the
analysis and possible implementation. I know the value of "recreation", but I also know the
increasing cost of programs and the limits to disposable income.
DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF SAMPLE

14. Are you male or female?
The majority of survey respondents were females, 65%. For household-based recreation
surveys, the sample is usually skewed toward females since they are often the most informed
about their household’s recreation activities.
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15. What is your age bracket?
Prior to data weighting, younger adults were under-represented in the sample and the older
respondents were over-represented. The next chart shows the age distribution after weighting.
Half of the sample was between 45 and 64 years of age.

Age Bracket
19 to 34
35 to 44

15%
17%

45 to 54

25%

55 to 64

25%

65 and older

18%

16a. Which best describes your household situation at this time?
As shown in the next chart, 43% of survey respondents live in a household as a couple with no
children in the home, and 15% are persons living alone. Two in five households have (39%)
have dependent children living in the home.
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Household Composition
43%

Couple with no children
37%

Couple with dependent children
15%

Person living alone
Live with other adults

2%

Lone parent with child/children

2%

16b. If you have children living at home, do you have at least one child or youth living in your
household who is: Check as many as apply.
53% of the households with dependent children at home had a child or children between 6 and
12 years of age, 42% had a child or children between 13 and 18 years of age, and 26% had a
child or children up to 5 years of age.
17. Considering your usual mode of travel, that is, motor vehicle, public transit, bicycle, or on
foot, how long does it take to travel (on average) to Strathcona Gardens Recreation Centre?
As shown in the next chart, just over half - 53% of survey respondents said their travel time to
Strathcona Gardens was less than 10 minutes.
 In general, Campbell River residents had shorter travel times than Area D residents:
60% of Campbell River residents said their travel time was under 10 minutes in
comparison to only 1% of Area D residents. 34% of Campbell River residents said their
travel time was 10 to 30 minutes and 6% said 16 to 30 minutes.
The majority of Area D residents’ travel times were in the 10 to 15 minute range – 57%,
and 40% said 16 to 30 minutes. Only one survey respondent who lived in Area D said
travel time was over 30 minutes.
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Travel Time to Strathcona Gardens
16 to 30
minutes
10%

Under 10
minutes
53%

10 to 15
minutes
37%

18. Which of the following categories most closely represents your household’s total income
before taxes from all sources in 2014?
As shown in the next chart, about one in ten (11%) of households in the survey sample had
annual incomes of under $30,000. $30,000 is the current low income cut-off in Canada. One in
five (20%) had incomes over $100,000, while the rest of the sample had annual household
incomes between $30,001 and $100,000.

Annual Household Income Bracket
23%
17%
11%

12%

16%

20%

1%
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SURVEY METHODS
SURVEY DESIGN

The study design consisted of a survey of adult residents of the City of Campbell River and
Area D of the Strathcona regional District. The data collection method was a web-based
survey, complimented by a printed questionnaire option for those who lacked access to a
computer or who preferred to fill in a printed questionnaire. A telephone interview was offered
to visually impaired residents.
QUESTIONNAIRE DEVELOPMENT AND SURVEY PROCESS

The questionnaire and survey notification letter were developed by the consultants with input
provided by Sheila Van Nus, Special Projects/Sustainability Manager for Strathcona Regional
District. The letter stated the purpose of the survey, invited participation in a community
survey, and was signed by the Mayor. A unique PIN printed in each letter ensured that only
one member of a household answered the survey questions.
Municipal staff compiled a spreadsheet of 11,881 residential addresses, 10,444 in the City of
Campbell River and 1,437 in Area D. Addresses were cleaned of duplicates, and a random
sample of 1,200 from each area were selected to receive a survey invitation letter inviting the
resident to participate in the survey. The online survey could be accessed from the Strathcona
Regional District website, and a printed questionnaire could be picked up from the offices of
the Regional District or from Strathcona Gardens Recreation Complex.
The survey invitation letters were mailed on January 29, 2015, and the deadline for completion
of the survey was February 27, 2015. Reminder phone calls were conducted for several days
beginning February 23rd to encourage participation from non-respondent households in
Campbell River. The online survey was available to residents through Monday, March 2, 2015.
PARTICIPATION RATE, SAMPLE SIZE AND DATA ANALYSIS

Undeliverable letters due to incomplete or wrong addresses, vacant premises, etc. were
returned by Canada Post to the offices of the Regional District.
The total sample is 262 respondents. Twelve respondents completed printed questionnaires,
and 250 completed the online survey. Subtracting 11 undeliverable letters and 21 businesses
whose addresses were in the mail-out sample of 2,400 yields 2,368 residential addresses
where householders that can be assumed to have received an invitation to participate in the
survey and a unique PIN. The survey participation rate is 262 / 2368 or 11.1%.
A sample of 262 provides reliable results that can be expected to be accurate at least plus or
minus 6 percentage points 19 times out of 20. A sub-sample of 137 for the City of Campbell
River provides results that can be expected to be accurate at least plus or minus 8.3
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percentage points 19 times out of 20. A sub-sample of 125 for Area D provides results that can
be expected to be accurate at least plus or minus 8.6 percentage points 19 times out of 20.
The reliability of results for demographic groups will be less reliable than the results for the
total sample.
The data of returned printed questionnaires were entered into the survey database, and the
survey data were weighted on area of residence and age prior to analysis. (Weighting is often
used in survey research to adjust each respondent’s contribution to reflect the distribution of
the population on variables such as age, gender, etc.) Cross-tabulations were run by area of
residence (City of Campbell River or Area D), age bracket, children or no children in the
household, annual household income bracket, and travel time to Strathcona Gardens
Recreation Complex. Other statistics and cross-tabulations were computed as needed to aid
analysis and interpretation of the findings.
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Appendix B - Community Input
Focus Groups, Key Informant Interviews, and Additional Community Participation
Focus Groups
Arena Users: This group provided a large number of comments regarding the arenas and ancillary
facilities. There were representatives from minor hockey, the Junior B club, the skating club, several
adult hockey clubs and lacrosse.
The following is a list of positive aspects of the facility as well as operational and capital issues.
Positive Aspects of Arenas:
∗ Quality of Ice
∗ Lighting and score clocks in Rink 1
∗ Rink 2 Dressing rooms, size and female rooms
∗ Reasonable availability of ice
∗ Low fees, reasonable hourly rental rates
∗ TV’s available for viewing sports
∗ Staff
Operational Issues:
∗ Maintenance – general maintenance of the facility, cleanliness of lobby, tables and chairs;
cleanliness of whole facility ; not mopping floors enough; rink 1 – area around benches; cleanliness
of mezzanine; maintenance staff cannot fix things; need to ask repeatedly for repairs
∗ Staff communication- issues re schedule changes not communicated well; staff not proactive in
setting up for meetings or music needs
∗ Showers in both rinks – poor water pressure and cold water.
∗ Need shower heads in dressing rooms Rink 2
∗ Heaters don’t work properly
∗ Outdoor grounds poorly maintained.
∗ Concession hours very limited; no healthy food options
Capital Issues:
∗ Need more ice time and dry floor time (lacrosse and dry land training)
∗ Stands in Rink 1 – uncomfortable and dangerous. Only on one side of rink.
∗ Rink 1 dressing rooms – tiny and shabby.
∗ Need scorekeeper box at ice level (Rink 1)
∗ Public washrooms in rink 1 lobby – need updating badly
∗ View from the time box in rink 1 – corner piece problem
∗ Sound system does not work well in pool or arena 2.
∗ Lighting in rink 2 is poor.
∗ Players’ benches in rink 2 are inside blue line.
∗ Penalty boxes in Rink 2- needs improvement
∗ Want designated Skating Club area.
∗ Referee rooms in both arenas too small.
∗ Need more storage areas.
∗ Need better meeting rooms
∗ Inadequate space outside for hockey stick storage.
∗ Need a Liquor Facility
∗ Skating Club needs a room
1

Suggested Capital Improvements:
∗ Build new arena between SG and the RCMP building, with parking on green space
∗ Add “dryland” floor for year round use to accommodate lacrosse, soccer and dryland training for
hockey and figure skating
∗ Extend Rink 1 out the end to add new dressing rooms and mezzanine – turn old dressing rooms into
storage areas
∗ Improve stands to make them more comfortable
∗ Renovate existing dressing rooms by taking out referee’s room and supply closets. Enlarge dressing
rooms with a shower area in between (like Courtney)
∗ Create heating viewing area by putting floor to ceiling glass across catwalk
∗ Dogwood room – push out over Rink 1 and install viewing glass
∗ Extend lobby of Rink 1 to make room for dressing rooms
∗ Get new sound system (or fix existing)
∗ Build space for Skating Club
Pool Users: Representatives from the swim clubs and private rental groups provided the following
comments.
Positive Aspects of Pools:
∗ Pools, change facilities, slide, hot tub, steam room
∗ Zero entry in leisure pool for physically challenged; Lift tracking and accessible change rooms, great
equipment for all levels of students, specialized stretchers, and specialized lifts for all tanks, multiuse for variety of needs
∗ Access to deck from exterior for loading/unloading.
∗ Hours of operation
∗ Pool activities
∗ Staff: lifeguards, working relationship with office staff and guards, office staff, some staff and
guards.
Operational Issues:
∗ Lack of pool time available.
∗ Lake of lane swimming availability
∗ Lack of lane rental time in early evenings
∗ Swim Club does not have enough pool time (have to go to Courtney at times)
∗ No identified priority usage
∗ Summer closure is a problem
∗ Sunday closure also a problem – the one day some people can use the facility.
∗ Fees are too high.
∗ Change rooms are not clean
∗ Pool is not always clean
∗ Access to slide is very limited
∗ Lack of availability evenings and Saturdays – must pay overtime rates after 7 pm
∗ Birthday party mandate (priority over other groups?)
∗ Inconsistent service levels, e.g. sometimes lanes available, sometimes not, sometimes hot tub open,
sometimes not.
∗ No enforcement of rules e.g. shoes on deck; showering.
∗ Access to slide is very limited
∗ Want to be able to rent pool until 11 pm without paying overtime fees
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Capital Issues:
∗ Inability for on-deck viewing (difficult to host swim meets)
∗ Need better viewing area and bleachers
∗ Size of pool – need 8 lanes, 50 metre (several requests)
∗ Men’s change room is too small; lack of benches, lockers small
∗ Need more equipment and features – slides, climbing walls, river etc.
Desired Capital Improvements:
∗ Expanded modern facility
∗ Bigger pool with eight (8) lanes
∗ Pool tank, weight and fitness rooms for persons with special needs
∗ Larger deck space
∗ Larger men’s change room
Community Workshop: The participants in this workshop were asked for their input on the good aspects
of the facilities and programs, and then what needed improvement. The following is a summary of their
comments.
Good Aspects of Facility and Programs
Pools
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

Adequate for most uses
Excellent pool staff; well trained
Accessible for all
Family change rooms
Clean
Good Rehab programs
Aerobic exercise
Swim lessons
Pool programs – variety, complementary
Swim team pool use
Wading pool
Hot/swirl pool
Steam room, sauna Arenas
Leisure Ice
Lighting in Rink 1
Rinks adequate
Hockey programs

General
∗ Multigenerational programs
∗ Good frontline staff
∗ Good customer service
∗ Variety in workout area
∗ Multi-functional building – complements CR facilities
∗ Elevator
∗ Reasonable cost for programs
∗ Party bookings – availability and cost
∗ Ample parking
∗ Excellent location
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Needs Improvement
Pools
∗ Seating on deck and pool viewing area – spectator area
∗ Need lap/training pool – 25 M 6 lane as well as current pools (like West Vancouver)
∗ Change rooms are inadequate – especially the men’s – last reno messed them up
∗ Change rooms –not enough benches, congested, lockers not used
∗ The accessibility water chairs are in very poor condition
∗ Size of pool – too small for number of users
∗ Temperature is too cool; need more therapeutic areas
∗ It’s old, lacks modern activities – waves, slides, river etc
∗ Blind spots for guards
∗ Mechanical issues
∗ Lane widths
∗ Use of pool by Kayakers (need pool time for other groups)
Rinks
∗ Change rooms – small and dangerous #1
∗ Spectator seating #1 and #2
∗ Leisure rink too small
∗ Need another rink
∗ Worst facility on the island
Weight Room and Fitness Studio
∗ Too small
∗ Equipment inadequate
∗ Equipment not properly serviced
∗ Need more features in both areas
∗ No accessibility to weight room
∗ Too far from change rooms
Programs
∗ More recreational fitness classes needed
∗ Need to meet needs of aging population
∗ Too many users groups
∗ Duplication with CR fitness room
∗ Conflict between programs and self-directed rehab/fitness
Other
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

Need athlete training rooms
Building is showing its age – needs a facelift- all of it
No space for public functions such as High School grad, conferences (none in town)
Need coaching centre
Outdoor pool vs indoor pool – cost of upgrading outdoor pool – not value for $$
Concern re cost of buying passes for both SG and CR facilities $900/year
Lack of convenience – for registration and access
Issues re CR versus SRD – need some consolidation such as a “One-Pass” drop-in for all facilities
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Key Informants, Community Residents, Commission and Staff
The comments from the key informant interviews, voluntary community input, Commission members,
and staff interviews have been consolidated below. Twenty-seven (27) people participated in this
process.
Positive Aspects of Facility and Programs:
∗ Pools are great
∗ Phone registration
∗ Staff
∗ Good variety of programs
∗ Swimming lessons
∗ Joint guide with Campbell River
∗ LIFE passes for low income
∗ Laser Tag is very popular with youth
Operational Issues:
∗ Sanitation in change rooms
∗ Availability of family change rooms (being used by same sex parent/child)
∗ Pool not available to clubs when empty (e.g. Saturdays and Sundays at times)
∗ Pool scheduling not well done
∗ Lack of repairs in timely matter e.g. underwater lights, slides, ladders
∗ Arena scheduling issues
∗ Youth would like rec skate time on a main rink (vs the leisure ice)
∗ Weight room hours
∗ Access to program coordinators (pool)
∗ Customer service – front desk
∗ Lack of responsiveness by maintenance staff re repairs
∗ Program hours – time slots
∗ More length swim times
∗ Concession – hours and lack of healthy food choices
∗ Facility closed on Sundays in the summer
∗ Summer shutdown of pools
∗ Relationship of revenues to costs; rates not based on operating cost formulas
∗ No Marketing Plan; lack of promotion; little or no social media
∗ Lack of co-ordination with Campbell River for registration methods
∗ Building not well maintained
∗ Finding qualified staff
∗ Water temperature too cold for some
∗ Flooring in lobby and pool change rooms – treacherous when wet- also need more frequent drying
∗ Parking lot lines need re-painting, locks, showers
∗ Cost of ice time for some users
Capital Issues:
∗ Building layout does not work well
∗ Men’s pool change room too small
∗ Leisure pool; current one poorly designed, too shallow, hot tub in wrong place
∗ Pool Change rooms; not totally accessible – long walk down corridor, security issues
∗ Pool viewing area is very poor
∗ Lack of deck space in main pool
∗ Need pool storage
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∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

Sound system very poor in pool and arenas
Better location for weight room – not accessible; too small; access over pool deck
Fitness studio is too small
Not enough space to meet demand for rehab programs; still a potential for more users – not well
known for rehab programs
Roof design over main entrance poor (water runs onto public)
Space for youth
Very minimal space for programs
Back door exits used as entrances
Better office and storage spaces; front desk needs improvement
Lack of proper meeting rooms
Leisure Ice – dark and cold (no warm up area)
No space for events around leisure ice; need proper screen between rink 2 and leisure ice for events
Arena 2 - not enough seating, lighting poor and not energy efficient
Arena 1 – seats very uncomfortable, change rooms too small
Arena 1 – washrooms and change rooms not separated
Entrances to both arenas
Access to SG from Dogwood – need another entrance – Merecroft

Desired Major Capital Improvements:
∗ Renovate Arena 1
∗ Demolish Arena 1
∗ Need arena with full seating (Oval)
∗ New arena – Junior A potential (need 1500 seats); sport tourism; School District partnership.
Consider site plan to include all public lands surrounding SG
∗ Bigger, deeper leisure pool
∗ Need larger main pool in long term (8 lanes)
∗ Therapy pool and hot tub – pool minimum depth 4”6” for therapy- could include fitness and weight
room as part of a Wellness Centre – consider partnerships
∗ Need kitchen facilities for some rehab programs
∗ Multi-purpose room
∗ New fitness studio; new weight room
∗ Build open concept rooms, that let in daylight and allow people to see activities
∗ Indoor track
∗ Consider a partnership with Campbell River Band to build a large Spectator Arena, on their lands
near the airport
∗ Whole place needs upgrading
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APPENDIX D OPEN HOUSE PRESENTATION BOARDS
Using the information gathered through the Strathcona Gardens Facility Needs Assessment,
we’ve illustrated “Test for Fit” planning to demonstrate the possible additions in program
and opportunities for the future of the facility.
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CHANGE
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WASHROOM

WASHROOM

CONCESSION

STORAGE

UNIVERSAL

MULTIPURPOSE
ROOM

OPTION 1

WELCOME
CENTRE

- Wellness Centre – expanded aquatic,
wellness and fitness programming
- Improved accessibility to both facility
levels
- Improved inclusivity and accessibility
through enlarged universal aquatic
and fitness change rooms
- New Welcome Centre (Reception and
Information) located more centrally
with better views of main circulation
areas
- Increased program options with
Multi-Purpose Rooms, including
storage areas, centrally located to
both Leisure Ice, existing Atrium and
Pool
- Accommodates existing conditions,
but anticipates Phase 2 for a complete
facility transformation
- Temporary accommodation of
relocated pool admin areas to upper
level
Estimated Order of Magnitude
Construction Costs for Phase 1A : $6.0
Mio + Phase 1B: $1.9 Mio
[Order of Magnitude Project Cost for
Phase 1A: $8.0 Mio + Phase 1B: $2.5
Mio] excluding escalation allowance
Phase 2 addresses:
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MULTIPURPOSE
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MULTIPURPOSE
ROOM &
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OFFICE

Main Floor Plan

- Rink 1 revitalization (within existing
main structure, but significant
renovations and new addition on one
side)
- New change rooms for Rink 1,
renovated change rooms for Rink 2
- New seating and expanded seating
count
- Improved overall facility flow through
completion of large new double height
central Atrium contiguous with original
Atrium and Phase 1 Welcome Centre
- Improved overall facility accessibility
and inclusivity
- New Rink 1 entry designed as
combined Multi-Purpose space and
Lobby extension
- New Concession centrally located to
new expanded atrium
Estimated Order of Magnitude
Construction Costs for Phase 2 : $5.3
Mio [ Order of Magnitude Project Cost
$7.0 Mio] excluding escalation
allowance

ROOF

MULTIPURPOSE
ROOM

Second Floor Plan
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OPTION 2
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Using the information gathered through the Strathcona Gardens Facility Needs Assessment,
we’ve illustrated “Test for Fit” planning to demonstrate the possible additions in program and
opportunities for the future of the facility.
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- Wellness Centre – expanded
aquatic, wellness and fitness
programming
- Improved accessibility to both
facility levels
- Improved Inclusivity and
accessibility through enlarged
universal aquatic and fitness
change rooms
- New Welcome Centre (Reception
and Information) located more
centrally with better views of main
circulation areas
- Increased program options with
Multi-Purpose Rooms, including
storage areas, centrally located to
both Leisure Ice, existing Atrium
and Pool
- Accommodates existing
conditions, but anticipates Phase
2 for a complete facility
transformation
- Temporary accommodation of
relocated pool admin areas to
upper level
Estimated Order of Magnitude
Construction Costs for Phase 1A :
$6.0 Mio + Phase 1B: $1.9 Mio
[Order of Magnitude Project Cost
for Phase 1A: $8.0 Mio + Phase
1B: $2.5 Mio] excluding escalation
allowance
Phase 2 addresses:

OFFICE

OFFICE

OFFICE

OFFICE

OFFICE

OFFICE

OFFICE

OFFICE

OFFICE

OFFICE

LOBBY

MULTIPURPOSE
ROOM

OPEN TO
BELOW

MULTIPURPOSE
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STORAGE

STORAGE

OFFICE

STORAGE
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OFFICE
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OFFICE

MULTIPURPOSE
ROOM &
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Main Floor Plan

MULTIPURPOSE
ROOM

MULTIPURPOSE
ROOM
STORAGE

OPEN TO BELOW

ROOF

- Rink 1 rebuilding: new long-span
structure over existing ice slab
- New change rooms for Rink 1,
renovated change rooms for Rink 2
- New seating and expanded seating
count, optimal seating
arrangement
- Improved overall facility flow
through completion of large new
double height central Atrium
contiguous with original Atrium
and Phase 1 Welcome Centre
- Improved overall facility
accessibility and inclusivity
- New Rink 1 entry designed as
combined Multi-Purpose space
and Lobby extension and
additional Multi-Purpose Rooms
- New Concession centrally located
to new expanded atrium

NEW RINK SEATING

Estimated Order of Magnitude
Construction Costs for Phase 2 :
$8.5 Mio [ Order of Magnitude
Project Cost $11.3 Mio] excluding
escalation allowance

MULTIPURPOSE
ROOM

Second Floor Plan
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2ND FLOOR ADDITION

PHASING OPTIONS

Expanded Fitness & Exercise

New Wellness Centre
Expanded Universal
Change Rooms

MAIN FLOOR RENOVATION

MAIN FLOOR ADDITION
Temporary Deck Seating
& Storage

Renovated
Multi-Purpose
Room

New Multi-Purpose
Room

New
Multi-Purpose
Room

New Welcome
Centre

PHASE 1A

20,000 sf addition (10,000 per level, 2 levels )

MAIN FLOOR ADDITION & RENOVATION

PHASE 1B

5,500 sf single level renovation of existing

New Rink
Change Rooms

New Admin Area

New Seating

New Rink Entry /
Multi-Purpose Space

Renovated Change
Room, New Seating
& Storage

New Atrium with
Concession and
Welcome Centre

2ND FLOOR ADDITION
& RENOVATION

10,000 sf addition (5,000 per level, 2 levels)
- Renovation inside Rink 1 shell to accomodate new
seating, new central atrium and support spaces

PHASE 2 | OPTION 1
MAIN FLOOR ADDITION & RENOVATION
New Multi-Purpose
Rooms

New Admin Area
New Multi-Purpose
Rooms
New Seating
Renovated Change
Room, New Seating
& Storage

New Rink
Change Rooms

2ND FLOOR ADDITION
& RENOVATION

10,000 sf addition (5,000 per level, 2 levels)
- New wider long-span shell over existing ice pad to accomodate
new seating, new central atrium and support spaces

PHASE 2 | OPTION 2
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PRECEDENTS
CIRCULATION

Social Spaces | Transparency

MULTI-PURPOSE SPACES
Space Efficiency | Flexibility

WELCOME CENTRE
Comfort | Safety
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PRECEDENTS
FOOD & DRINK
Social Spaces | Gathering Places

CHANGE ROOMS

Inclusivity | Accessibility

WELLNESS CENTRE
Health Therapy | Multi-Use (Destination) Complex

FITNESS & EXERCISE
Space Efficiency | High-Use Spaces
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT
The Goals of the Needs Assessment are to
answer two questions:
1. Is the present service delivery meeting the
needs and expectations of the community or
are additional programs and services needed
now or in the future to serve the residents of
Campbell River and Electoral Area D?
2. Does the existing facility allow for the delivery
of appropriate services for the next 5, 10 to
20 years, and if not, how should the facility be
improved to deliver these services?

Facility & Program
Options and Recommendations

Public Consultation Overview
Extensive public consultation took place:
• Community survey of a random sample of residents  in Campbell River and Area D
• Focus Groups with user groups
• Community Workshop
• Key Informant Interviews
• Submissions to staff & consultant
• Strathcona Gardens Commission Workshop and Presentations
• Public Open House
The findings from each of these methods support one another.
Community Survey
The study design consisted of a survey of adult residents of the City of Campbell River
and Area D of the Strathcona Regional District. The data collection method was a webbased survey, complimented by a printed questionnaire option for those who lacked
access to a computer or who preferred to fill in a printed questionnaire. A telephone
interview was offered to visually impaired residents.
The survey was designed and conducted by Points of View Research and Consulting Ltd.
This BC based marketing research firm has over 20 years of experience in a wide variety
of research topics and industries including education, health care, parks and recreation
and finance.
The full survey methodology is available as a handout.
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COMMUNITY SURVEY FINDINGS

Use of Particular Facilities of Strathcona Gardens
71% of households , and 95% of
households with children, used
Strathcona Gardens in the past
year. The pattern of use was very
similar for Campbell River and Area
D households.

Importance of Improving Strathcona Gardens
Top facility improvements, as rated by
Campbell River Residents:

Area D residents did not rate any improvements
above the mid-point of the scale.

• a teen centre/activity room
• more space for programs
• a new improved fitness and wellness room
• facelift to existing pool
• a multi-purpose room for other programs
and camps
• a children’s dry area play zone
• addition of a warm hydro-therapy pool
• easier access to facility and spaces within
the facility for all mobility levels

Activites of Interest in an Expanded or Renovated Strathcona Gardens
The percentages expressing interest
in the various types of programs and
activities were similar for Area D
residents and Campbell River residents.
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FOCUS GROUPS AND INTERVIEWS
Key Facility Issues:
• Rod Brind ’Amour Arena - uncomfortable seating, tiny, old change rooms and
washrooms
• Skating Club needs a room
• No dedicated heated viewing area for arenas
• Leisure Ice - cold and dark
• Heaters don’t work
• Arena entrances
• Lack of program, meeting, and gathering spaces
• Weight and fitness rooms too small and poorly located
• Pool change rooms inadequate - security, long hallway; men’s pool change room      
too small
• Pool deck too small; no spectator seating on deck
• Poor layout throughout the facility
• Lack of adequate storage areas
• Poor sound system
Program and Services Issues:
• Poor maintenance and cleanliness in some areas
• Spring and summer closures of pools- affects rehab and fitness programs
• Lack of pool time
• Inconsistent levels of service, particularly in pool area (open/closed areas etc.)
• Scheduling issues in arenas and pools
• Need more programs e.g. fitness classes
• Lack of co-ordination with Campbell River for registration and facility passes
• Concession hours - not open daytime hours; not enough healthy food choices
• Lack of promotion of facility, programs & events; little or no social media
Five Facility Priorities for Future Facility Development
Three development priorities:
1. A  Wellness Centre to complement and expand aquatic and rehabilitation offerings,
including improved aquatic support spaces (change rooms, sauna, steam room),
fitness area and a therapy pool
2. Program Spaces - flexible multi-use space to support existing and new programs
3. Improved conditions for the Rod Brind’Amour Arena-including new change rooms and
improved spectator seating
Two priorities for “overarching approaches”:
1. Improved accessibility and inclusivity
2. Improved overall facility experience, patron orientation, patron safety, sense of place,
and appeal as gathering space
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KEY PROGRAM AND SERVICE RECOMMENDATIONS
Operating Efficiencies:
• Address the level of cleanliness and state of repair throughout the facility.
• Review the Concession operations including hours of operation versus cost of
providing this service. Consider closing the current concession and developing a new
food service operation, in partnership with a non-profit organization or a with a food
service company.
• Review the Management model to ensure the current structure of reduced senior
management and supervisory positions is meeting the needs of a seven day per week
multi-faceted facility.
Recreation Fees:
• Undertake a detailed analysis of operating costs for each facility component.  This will
result in the identification of the hourly subsidy by facility. Determine appropriate level
of subsidy for each type of user.
• Work with the City of Campbell River to develop a “one-pass” system for drop-in use
for all Campbell River and Regional District recreational facilities.
• Review ways of making the L.I.F.E. program more effective. Work with social service
agencies on providing information and access to recreation activities at Strathcona
Gardens.
• Consider offering free recreational swim and skate days for all age groups, possibly
once a week.
Programming:
• Explore opportunities for additional programming for children (pre-school and school
age), youth, and families.
• Review the Sunday pool closures for Spring and Summer; considering the impact on
the recreational and rehabilitation needs of the community.
• Enhance fitness programs.  Ensure consultation with existing users as to timing and
types of classes.
• Review program times for all age groups.
Communications and Marketing:
• Enhance the Strathcona Gardens website, and make it mobile friendly.
• Expand use of digital media and provide regular communications regarding programs
and activities at Strathcona Gardens.
• Promote the L.I.F.E. financial assistance program.
Partnerships:
• Explore partnership opportunities with the School District, First Nations, Island Health
Authority, the City of Campbell River, and the private sector for the effective, efficient,
delivery of a greater variety of programs and services.
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